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Abstract
We present the calibration and reduction of Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) 1.3 mm radio wavelength
observations of the supermassive black hole candidate at the center of the radio galaxy M87 and the quasar 3C 279,
taken during the 2017 April 5–11 observing campaign. These global very long baseline interferometric
observations include for the ﬁrst time the highly sensitive Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA); reaching an angular resolution of 25 μas, with characteristic sensitivity limits of ∼1 mJy on baselines to
ALMA and ∼10 mJy on other baselines. The observations present challenges for existing data processing tools,
arising from the rapid atmospheric phase ﬂuctuations, wide recording bandwidth, and highly heterogeneous array.
In response, we developed three independent pipelines for phase calibration and fringe detection, each tailored to
the speciﬁc needs of the EHT. The ﬁnal data products include calibrated total intensity amplitude and phase
information. They are validated through a series of quality assurance tests that show consistency across pipelines
and set limits on baseline systematic errors of 2% in amplitude and 1° in phase. The M87 data reveal the presence
of two nulls in correlated ﬂux density at ∼3.4 and ∼8.3 Gλ and temporal evolution in closure quantities, indicating
intrinsic variability of compact structure on atimescale of days, or several light-crossing times for afew billion
solar-mass black hole. These measurements provide the ﬁrst opportunity to image horizon-scale structure in M87.
Key words: black hole physics – galaxies: individual (M87, 3C279) – galaxies: jets – techniques: high angular
resolution – techniques: interferometric
1. Introduction
The principle of very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) is
to connect distant radio telescopes to create a single virtual
telescope. On the ground, VLBI enables baseline lengths
comparable to the size of the Earth. This signiﬁcantly boosts
angular resolution, at the expense of having anon-uniform
ﬁlling of the aperture. In order to reconstruct the brightness
distribution of an observed source, VLBI requires cross-
correlation between the individual signals recorded indepen-
dently at each station, brought to a common time reference
using local atomic clocks paired with the Global Positioning
System (GPS) for coarse synchronization. The resulting
complex correlation coefﬁcients need to be calibrated for
residual clock and phase errors, and then scaled to physical ﬂux
density units using time-dependent and station-speciﬁc sensi-
tivity estimates. Once this process is completed, further
analysis in the image domain can reﬁne the calibration using
model-dependent self-calibration techniques (e.g., Pearson &
Readhead 1984; Wilkinson 1989). For more details on the
principles of VLBI, see, e.g., Thompson et al. (2017).
At centimeter wavelengths, the technique of VLBI is well
established. Correlation and calibration have been optimized
over decades, resulting in standard procedures for the
processing of data obtained at national and international
facility instruments, such as the Very Long Baseline Array103
(VLBA), the Australian Long Baseline Array104 (LBA), the
East Asian VLBI Network105 (EAVN), and the European VLBI
Network106 (EVN). At higher frequencies, the increased effects
from atmospheric opacity and turbulence pose major chal-
lenges. The characteristic atmospheric coherence timescale is
only afew seconds for millimeter wavelengths, and sensitivity
must be sufﬁcient to track phase variation over correspondingly
short timescales. Large collecting areas and wide bandwidths
prove essential when observing even the brightest continuum
sources over a range of elevations and reasonable weather
conditions. Furthermore, the transfer of phase solutions from a
bright calibrator to a weak source, typically done at centimeter
wavelengths, is not feasible at high frequencies, because
differential atmospheric propagation effects are more signiﬁ-
cant, and because there are few bright, compact calibrators.
The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) is a global VLBI array
of millimeter- and submillimeter-wavelength observatories
with the primary goal of studying the strong gravity, near-
horizon environments of the supermassive black holes in the
Galactic Center, SagittariusA* (Sgr A*), and at the center of
the nearby radio galaxy M87(Doeleman et al. 2009; EHT
Collaboration et al. 2019b, hereafter Paper II). In 2017 April,
the EHT conducted science observations at awavelength of
λ;1.3 mm, corresponding to a frequency of ν;230 GHz.
The network was joined for the ﬁrst time by the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) conﬁgured as
aphased array, acapability developed by the ALMA Phasing
Project (APP; Doeleman 2010; Fish et al. 2013; Matthews et al.
2018). The addition of ALMA, as a highly sensitive central
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anchor station, drastically changes the overall characteristics
and sensitivity limits of the global array (Paper II).
Although operating as asingle instrument spanning the globe,
the EHT remains amixture of new and well-exercised stations,
single-dish telescopes, and phased arrays with varying designs and
operations. Each observing cycle over the last several years has
been accompanied by the introduction of new telescopes to the
array, and/or signiﬁcant changes and upgrades to existing
stations, data acquisition hardware, and recorded bandwidth
(Paper II). EHT observations result in data spanning a wide range
of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) due to the heterogeneous nature of
the array, and the high observing frequency produces data that are
particularly sensitive to systematics in the signal chain. These
factors, along with the typical challenges associated with VLBI,
have motivated the development of specialized processing and
calibration techniques.
In this Letter we describe the full data processing pathway
and pipeline convergence leading to the ﬁrst science release
(SR1) of the EHT 2017 data. Given the uniqueness of the data
set and scientiﬁc goal of the EHT observations, our processing
focuses on the use of unbiased automated procedures,
reproducibility, and extensive review and cross-validation. In
particular, data reduction is carried out with three independent
phase calibration (fringe-ﬁtting) and reduction pipelines. The
Haystack Observatory Processing System (HOPS; Whitney
et al. 2004) has been the standard for calibrating EHT data from
prior observations (e.g., Doeleman et al. 2008, 2012; Fish et al.
2011, 2016; Akiyama et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2015; Lu et al.
2018). HOPS reduction of the 2017 data is supported by asuite
of auxiliary calibration scripts to form the EHT-HOPS pipeline
(Blackburn et al. 2019). The Common Astronomy Software
Applications package (CASA; McMullin et al. 2007) is
primarily aimed at processing connected-element interferom-
eter data. The recent addition of afringe ﬁtter and reduction
pipeline has enabled the use of CASA for high-frequency
VLBI data processing (Janssen et al. 2019a, I. van Bemmel
et al. 2019, in preparation). The NRAO Astronomical Image
Processing System (AIPS; Greisen 2003) is the most
commonly used reduction package for centimeter VLBI data.
For this work, an automated ParselTongue (Kettenis et al.
2006) pipeline was constructed and tailored to the needs of
EHT data reduction in AIPS.
The SR1 data consist of Stokes I complex interferometric
visibilities of M87 and the quasar 3C 279, corresponding to
spatial frequencies of the sky brightness distribution sampled
by the interferometer. M87 data indicate the presence of
a resolved compact emission structure on a spatial scale of a
few tens of μas, persistent throughout the week-long observing
campaign. Closure phases and closure amplitudes unambigu-
ously reﬂect non-trivial brightness distributions on M87 for the
ﬁrst time. They display broad consistency over different days,
and in certain cases show clear evolution. A detailed analysis of
this near-horizon-scale structure is the subject of companion
Letters (EHT Collaboration et al. 2019a, 2019c, 2019d, 2019e,
hereafter Papers I, IV, V, and VI, respectively).
This Letter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of the 2017 April observations. In Section 3 we
outline the data ﬂow from observations to science-ready data
sets. We describe the correlation process in Section 4, the phase
calibration process via three independent fringe-ﬁtting pipe-
lines in Section 5, and the common ﬂux density calibration
scheme and amplitude error budget in Section 6. We give an
overview of SR1 data products and a rudimentary description
of their most evident, remarkable properties in Section 7. We
present data set validation procedures and tests, estimates of
systematic errors, and inter-pipeline comparisons in Section 8.
Conclusions are given in Section 9.
2. Observations
The EHT 2017 science observing run was scheduled for 5
nights during the 10-night 2017 April 5–14 (UTC) window with
eight participating observatories at six distinct geographical
locations, shown in Figure 1: the ALMA and the Atacama
Pathﬁnder Experiment (APEX) in the Atacama Desert in Chile,
the Large Millimeter Telescope Alfonso Serrano (LMT) on the
Volcán Sierra Negra in Mexico, the South Pole Telescope (SPT)
at the geographic south pole, the IRAM 30m telescope (PV) on
Pico Veleta in Spain, the Submillimeter Telescope (SMT) on Mt.
Graham in Arizona, and the Submillimeter Array (SMA) and the
James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) on Maunakea in
Hawaiʻi. A detailed description of the EHT array is presented in
Paper II. The 2017 science observing run consisted of
observations of six science targets: the primary EHT targets
Sgr A* and M87, and the secondary targets 3C 279, OJ 287,
Centaurus A, and NGC 1052.
An array-wide go/no-go decision was made a few hours
before the start of each night’s schedule, based on weather
conditions and technical readiness at each of the participating
observatories. A dry run of the go/no-go decision making was
performed on April 4 to assess triggering and readiness
procedures. All sites were technically ready and with good
weather on the ﬁrst night of the observing window. Observa-
tions were triggered on 2017 April 5, 6, 7, 10, and 11. Table 1
shows the median zenith sky opacities for each of the triggered
days. April 8 was not triggered due to thunderstorms at the
LMT, SMT shutdown due to strong winds, and the need to run
Figure 1. The eight EHT 2017 stations over six geographic locations as viewed
from the equatorial plane. Solid baselines represent mutual visibility on M87
(+12° decl.), while dashed baselines to SPT are also present for 3C 279
(−6° decl.).
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technical tests at ALMA. April 9 was not triggered due to a
chance of the SMT remaining closed due to strong winds and
LMT snow forecast. Weather was good to excellent for all
other stations throughout the observing window.
In addition to favorable weather conditions, operations at all
sites were successful and resulted in fringe detections across the
entire array. A number of mild to moderate site and data issues
were uncovered during the analysis, and their detailed character-
ization and mitigation are given in the Appendix. Notable issues
affecting processing, calibration, and data interpretation are: (1) a
clock frequency instability at PV resulting in ∼50% amplitude
loss to that station; (2) recorder conﬁguration issues at APEX
resulting in a signiﬁcant number of data gaps and low data validity
at correlation; (3) pointing errors at LMT, large compared to the
beam, resulting in unpredictable amplitude loss and inter- and
intra-scan gain variability; and (4) a common local oscillator (LO)
used at SMA and JCMT resulting in opposite sideband
contamination at the level of ∼15% for short integration times,
making the SMA–JCMT intra-site baseline less useful for
calibration. All known issues with a signiﬁcant effect on the data
are addressed at various stages of processing and calibration,
although some (such as residual gains at the LMT, and SMA–
JCMT sideband contamination) necessitate additional care taken
during data interpretation.
M87 (αJ2000= 12
h30m49 42, δJ2000= 12°23′28 04) was
observed as a target source on three nights (2017 April 5, 6,
and 11). In addition, seven scans on M87 were included as a
calibration source (for 3C 279) on 2017 April 10. Each of the
four tracks consists of multiple scans lasting between 3 and
7 minutes. In most tracks, VLBI scans on M87 began when it
rose at the LMT and ended when it set below 20° elevation at
ALMA. Scans on M87 were interleaved with scans on the
quasar 3C 279 (αJ2000= 12
h56m11 17, δJ2000=−05°47′21 52),
another EHT target with a similar R.A. The observed schedules
for M87 and 3C 279 during the 2017 campaign are shown in
Figure 2. The schedules were optimized for wide (u, v) coverage
on all target sources when possible. All stations apart from the
JCMT observed with full polarization. The JCMT observed
a single circular polarization component per night (right circular
polarization (RCP) for April 5 and 6, left circular polarization
(LCP) for April 10 and 11).
The 2017 observing run recorded two 2 GHz bands, low and
high, centered at sky frequencies of 227.1 and 229.1 GHz,
respectively, onto Mark 6 VLBI recorders (Whitney et al.
2013) at an aggregate recording rate of 32 Gbps with 2-bit
sampling. All telescopes apart from ALMA observed in
circular polarization with the installation of quarter-wave
plates. Single-dish sites used block downconverters to convert
the intermediate frequency (IF) signal from the front-ends to
a common 0–2 GHz baseband, which was digitally sampled via
Reconﬁgurable Open Architecture Computing Hardware 2
(ROACH2) digital backends (R2DBEs; Vertatschitsch et al.
2015). The SMA observed as a phased array of six or seven
antennas, for which the phased-sum signal was processed in the
SMA Wideband Astronomical ROACH2 Machine (SWARM)
correlator (see Primiani et al. 2016; Young et al. 2016, for more
details). ALMA observed as a phased array of usually 37 dual
linear polarization antennas, for which the phased-sum signal
was processed in the Phasing Interface Cards installed at the
ALMA baseline correlator (see Matthews et al. 2018 for more
details). Instrumentation development leading up to the 2017
observations is presented in Paper II.
3. Data Flow
The EHT data ﬂow from recording to analysis is outlined in
Figure 3. Through the receiver and backend electronics at each
telescope, the sky signal is mixed to baseband, digitized, and
recorded directly to hard disk, resulting in petabytes of raw
VLBI voltage signal data. The correlator uses an a priori Earth
geometry and clock/delay model to align the signals from each
telescope to a common time reference, and estimates the pair-
wise complex correlation coefﬁcient (rij) between antennas. For
signals xi and xj between stations i and j
*
* *h
= á ñ
á ñá ñ
( )r
x x
x x x x
, 1ij
i j
Q i i j j
where ηQ represents a digital correction factor to compensate
for the effects of low-bit quantization. For optimal 2-bit
quantization, ηQ≈ 0.88.
The correlation coefﬁcient may vary with both time and
frequency. For FX correlators, signals from each antenna are ﬁrst
taken to the frequency domain using temporal Fourier transforms
on short segments (F), and then pair-wise correlated (X). The
expectation values in Equation (1) are calculated by averaging
over time–frequency volumes where the inner products remain
stable. At millimeter wavelengths, a correlator can average around
1 s×1MHz, or 2× 106 samples, before clock errors such as
residual delay, delay-rate (e.g., Doppler shift), and stochastic
changes in atmospheric path length cause unwanted decoherence
in the signal (Section 4). The post-correlation data reduction
pipeline models and ﬁts these residual clock systematics, allowing
data to be further averaged by a factor of 103 or more, to the limits
imposed by intrinsic source structure and variability (Section 5).
For many EHT baselines, the astronomical signal is not detectable
above the noise until phase corrections resulting from these
calibration solutions are applied and the data are coherently
(vector) averaged.
In addition to reducing the overall volume and complexity of
the data, the calibration process attempts to relate the pair-wise
correlation coefﬁcients rij, which are in units of thermal noise
of the detector, to correlated ﬂux density in units of Jansky (Jy),
*g g= ( )r V . 2ij i j ij
The visibility function, Vij, represents the mutual coherence of
the electric ﬁeld between ends of the baseline vector joining the
sites, projected onto the plane of propagation. For an ideal
interferometer, Vij samples a Fourier component of the
Table 1
Median Zenith Sky Opacities (1.3 mm) at EHT Sites
during the 2017 April Observations
Station Median Zenith τ1.3 mm
Apr 5 Apr 6 Apr 7 Apr 10 Apr 11
ALMA/APEX 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.06
SMA/JCMT 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.08
PV 0.18 0.13 0.14 0.10 0.15
LMT 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.26 0.24
SMT 0.21 0.28 0.23 0.19 0.16
SPT 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.07
Note.Median zenith sky opacities are measured at each site and reported
through station log ﬁles and the VLBImonitor as described in Paper II.
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brightness distribution on the sky (via the van Cittert–Zernike
theorem; van Cittert 1934; Zernike 1938; Thompson et al.
2017). The dimensionless spatial frequency u= (u, v) of the
Fourier component is determined by the projected baseline
expressed in units of the observing wavelength. Here, we have
made the implicit assumption that the relationship between
correlation coefﬁcient and visibility can be factored into
complex station-based forward gains γi and γj. This process
of ﬂux density calibration requires an a priori assessment of the
sensitivity of each antenna in the array, captured by the system-
equivalent ﬂux density ( g= ∣ ∣SEFD 1i i 2) of the thermal noise
power, as described in Section 6.
After the basic calibration and reduction process, the data are
passed through additional post-processing tasks to further
average the data to a manageable size for source imaging and
model ﬁtting, and to apply any network self-calibration
constraints based on independent a priori assumptions about
the source, such as large-scale (milliarcsecond and larger)
structure, total ﬂux density, and degree of total polarization
(Section 6.2). The ﬁnal network-calibrated data products are
further averaged to a 10 s segmentation in time and across each
2 GHz band to provide smaller ﬁles for downstream analysis
(Section 7.1).
4. Correlation
The recorded data from each station were split by frequency
band and sent to MIT Haystack Observatory and the Max-
Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie (MPIfR) for correlation, as
described in Paper II. The Haystack correlator handled the low-
frequency band (centered at 227.1 GHz), with MPIfR correlat-
ing the high band (centered at 229.1 GHz). Each correlator is
a networked computer cluster running a standard installation of
the DiFX software package (Deller et al. 2011). The correlators
use a model (calc11) of the expected wavefront arrival delay
as a function of time on each baseline. The delay model very
precisely takes into account the geometry of the observing
array at the time of observation, the direction of the source, and
a model of atmospheric delay contributions (e.g., Romney
1995). Baseband data on a few high-S/N scans with good
coverage were exchanged between the two sites to verify the
output of each correlator against the other.
Data were correlated with an accumulation period (AP) of
0.4 s and a frequency resolution of 0.5 MHz (Figure 4). Due to
the need to rationalize frequency channelization with the
ALMA setup (each 1.875 GHz spectral window at ALMA is
broken up into 32 spectral IFs of 62.5MHz, separated by
58.59375MHz and thus slightly overlapping; Matthews et al.
2018), the frequency points are grouped into IFs that are
58MHz wide (using DiFX zoom mode), each with 116
individual channels and a small amount of bandwidth discarded
between spectral IFs.
At the SMA, the original data are recorded in the frequency
domain rather than the time domain, owing to the architecture
of the SMA correlator. Moreover, the recorded frequency range
of 2288MHz is slightly larger and offset by 150MHz from the
frequency range at the other non-ALMA sites. An ofﬂine pre-
processing pipeline, called the Adaptive Phased-array and
Heterogeneous Interpolating Downsampler for SWARM
(APHIDS; Primiani et al. 2016), is used to perform the
Figure 2. EHT 2017 observing schedules for M87 and 3C 279 covering the four days of observations. Empty rectangles represent scans that were scheduled, but were
not observed successfully due to weather, insufﬁcient sensitivity, or technical issues. The ﬁlled rectangles represent scans corresponding to detections available in the
ﬁnal data set. Scan duration varies between 3 and 7 minutes, as reﬂected by the width of each rectangle.
Figure 3. Data processing pathway of an EHT observation from recording to
source parameter estimation (images, or other physical parameters). At the
calibration stage, instrumental and environmental gain systematics are
estimated and removed from the data so that asmaller and simpler data
product can be used for source model ﬁtting at a downstream analysis stage.
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necessary ﬁltering, frequency conversion, and transformation
to the time domain, so that the format of the SMA data
delivered to the VLBI correlator is the same as for single-dish
stations. Part of the necessary ofﬂine pre-processing includes
deriving clock offsets on a scan-by-scan basis for the delivered
data. These offsets are determined by cross-correlating the pre-
processed SMA data with separate data recorded with an
R2DBE-Mark 6 pair, taking a second IF signal from the SMA
reference antenna as input.
The IF from the JCMT was recorded using backend
equipment installed at the SMA (Paper II). This was achieved
by transporting the ﬁrst IF from the JCMT to the SMA, where
the second downconversion, digitization, and recording were
done. Because the second downconversion at the SMA
introduces a net offset of 150MHz with respect to the nominal
EHT RF band, this means that the recorded JCMT data sent to
the correlator are subject to the same frequency offset. The
mismatch eliminates one of the thirty-two 58MHz spectral IFs
in the ﬁnal correlation for JCMT baselines.
ALMA observes linear polarization, while the rest of the
EHT observes circular polarization. The software routine
PolConvert (Martí-Vidal et al. 2016; Matthews et al.
2018) was created to convert visibilities, output from the
correlator in a mixed-polarization basis, to the pure circular
basis of the EHT. PolConvert takes auxiliary calibration
input from the quality assurance stage 2 (QA2) ALMA
interferometric reduction of data (Goddi et al. 2019). Execution
of the PolConvert tool completes the correlation (circular-
ized visibilities on baselines to ALMA) and provides ﬁnal
ANTAB107 format data for ﬂux density calibration of the
ALMA phased array. The original native (Swinburne format)
correlator output from DiFX is converted using available DiFX
tools to a Mark4 (Whitney et al. 2004) compatible ﬁle format
for processing through HOPS, and to FITS-IDI (Greisen
2011) ﬁles for further processing with AIPS and CASA.
5. Fringe Detection
In the limit for which all correlator delay model parameters
were known perfectly ahead of time and there were no
atmospheric variations, the model delays would exactly
compensate for the delay on each baseline of the data, and
the correlated data could be coherently integrated in time and
frequency to build up sensitivity. In practice, many of the
model parameters are not known exactly at correlation. For
example, the observed source may have structure and may be
centered at an offset from the expected coordinates, the position
of each telescope may differ from the best estimate, instru-
mental electronic delays may not be known, or variable water
content in the atmosphere may cause the atmospheric delay to
deviate from the simple model. It is therefore necessary to
search in delay and delay-rate space for small corrections to the
model values that maximize the fringe amplitude: in VLBI data
processing this process is known as fringe-ﬁtting (e.g., Cotton
1995). In this section, we describe three independent fringe-
ﬁtting pipelines for phase calibration, based on three different
software packages for VLBI data processing: HOPS
(Section 5.1), CASA (Section 5.2), and AIPS (Section 5.3).
5.1. HOPS Pipeline
HOPS108 is a collection of software packages and data
framework designed to analyze and reduce output from aMark
III, IV, or DiFX correlator. It has been used extensively for the
processing of early EHT data (Doeleman et al. 2008, 2012;
Fish et al. 2011, 2016; Akiyama et al. 2015; Johnson et al.
2015; Lu et al. 2018). For EHT 2017 observations, HOPS was
augmented with a collection of auxiliary calibration scripts, and
packaged into an EHT-HOPS pipeline (Blackburn et al. 2019)
for automated processing of this and similar data sets.
Compared to the reduction of data from previous runs, the
EHT-HOPS pipeline is unique in that it ﬁnds a single self-
consistent global fringe solution (station-based delays, delay-
rates, and instrumental and atmospheric phase) for calibration.
The pipeline also provides standard UVFITS formatted
visibility data products for downstream analysis.
The EHT-HOPS pipeline processes output from the DiFX
correlator that has been converted to Mark4 format via the
DiFX tool difx2mark4. This conversion process includes
normalization by auto-correlation power per 58MHz spectral
IF in each AP of 0.4 s (Figure 4), as well as a 1/0.88252
amplitude correction factor for 2-bit quantization efﬁciency.
Stages of the pipeline (Figure 5) run the HOPS fringe ﬁtter
fourﬁt several times (once per stage) while making iterative
corrections to the phase calibration applied to the data before
solving for delays and delay-rates. The initial setup (default
conﬁg, ﬂags—Figure 5) includes manual ﬂagging (removal of
bad data) in time and frequency, as well as an ALMA-speciﬁc
correction for digital phase offsets between spectral IFs.
ALMA is used as a reference station for estimating stable
instrumental phase (phase bandpass) and relative delay
between right and left circular polarization (R-L delay offsets)
for remote stations. The estimates are done using S/N-
weighted averages of the strong ALMA baseline measure-
ments. Here we make use of the fact that ALMA RCP and LCP
data are already delay- and phase-calibrated during the QA2/
PolConvert process (Goddi et al. 2019). For rapid nonlinear
phase (atmospheric phase) that varies over seconds and that
must be calibrated on-source, the strongest station (generally
ALMA when it is present; see also Section 2 of Paper II) is
automatically determined for each scan based on signal-to-
noise, and is used as a phase reference. Baselines to the
reference station are then used to phase stabilize the remaining
sites.
Figure 4. Time and frequency resolution of EHT 2017 data as it is recorded
and processed. Correlation parameters for the EHT are chosen to be compatible
with ALMA’s recorded sub-bands that are 62.5 MHz wide, overlap slightly,
and have starting frequencies aligned to 1/(32 μs). The raw output after
calibration and reduction maintains the original correlator accumulation of
0.4 s, but averages over each 58 MHz spectral IF, centered on each ALMA
sub-band. The data are further averaged at the network amplitude self-
calibration stage (not shown) for amore manageable data volume.
107 Free-format parsable text ﬁle containing ﬂux density calibration informa-
tion and keywords as deﬁned for AIPS:http://www.aips.nrao.edu/cgi-bin/
ZXHLP2.PL?ANTAB.
108 https://www.haystack.mit.edu/tech/vlbi/hops.html
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Due to the large number of free parameters involved
in correcting for atmospheric phase, a leave-out-one cross-
estimation approach is adopted for this step to avoid self-
tuning. For each baseline, a smooth phase model is estimated
by stacking RCP and LCP data over 31 (of 32) spectral IFs.
The estimated phase from the 31-IF average is used to correct
the remaining IF, and the process cycles through IFs to cover
the full band. In this way, phase corrections are never estimated
from the same data to which they are applied, which avoids
introducing false coherence from self-tuning to random thermal
noise and introducing a positive bias to amplitudes. The
effective solution interval for the phase model depends on S/N,
and is chosen per baseline to balance anticipated atmospheric
phase drift with thermal noise in the estimate. Additional
a priori corrections for small residual clock frequency offsets
after correlation (Appendix) are made here as well.
During a ﬁnal reduction with fourﬁt (close fringe solution),
rather than ﬁtting for unconstrained delays and delay-rates per
baseline and polarization product, a single set of station-based
delays and delay-rates is ﬁxed corresponding to a global fringe
solution. These are derived from a least-squares solution (as
proposed by Alef & Porcas 1986) to relative delays and delay-
rates from conﬁdent baseline detections with S/N> 7, and
stations that remain unconstrained by this process are removed
from the data set. No interpolation of these fringe solutions is
performed across sources and scans; instead, precise closure of
delay and delay-rate from strong baseline detections is required
to report any measurement on a weak baseline. Correlation
coefﬁcients on baselines with no detectable signal are still
calculated (Figure 11, where S/N<few), but only when the
relative clock model is constrained through other baseline
detections.
The resulting complex visibility data are converted to
UVFITS format, and amplitude calibration is done in the
EHT Analysis Toolkit’s (eat)109 post-processing framework,
shared by all pipelines and described in Section 6. For the
HOPS pipeline, the calibration of complex polarization gain
ratios is performed in a post-processing stage rather than during
fourﬁt. Deterministic ﬁeld rotation from parallactic angle
and receiver mount type is corrected as a complex polarization-
dependent a priori gain factor, and a smoothly varying
polynomial model is ﬁt over many sources and used to correct
residual RCP−LCP phase drift for each station. Details for all
steps can be found in Blackburn et al. (2019).
The EHT-HOPS pipeline was additionally used for the reduction
of observations of Sgr A* and calibrators at 86GHz, with the
Global Millimeter VLBI Array110 (GMVA) joined by ALMA.
Despite the magnitude difference in bandwidth, a similar
reduction to EHT data was performed on the GMVA data set.
ALMA baselines were used to estimate stable instrumental
phase and delay corrections. Baselines to either ALMA or the
Green Bank Telescope (GBT) were used, due to their high
S/N, to correct for stochastic atmospheric phase ﬂuctuations on
timescales of a few seconds. The performance of the pipeline
on the GMVA data is described in Blackburn et al. (2019)
while scientiﬁc results from the data set are validated against
historical observations in Issaoun et al. (2019).
5.2. CASA Pipeline
The CASA (McMullin et al. 2007) package was developed
by NRAO to process data acquired with the JVLA and ALMA
connected-element interferometers and in recent years has
become the standard software for the calibration and analysis of
radio-interferometric data. A newly developed fringe-ﬁtting
task fringeﬁt (I. van Bemmel et al. 2019, in preparation) has
added the necessary delay and delay-rate calibration capabil-
ities for VLBI. The modular, general-purpose rPICARD VLBI
data reduction pipeline (Janssen et al. 2019a) is used for the
calibration of EHT data. This section describes the incremental
rPICARD calibration steps for EHT data, summarized in
Figure 6.
The importﬁtsidi CASA task is used to import the
FITS-IDI correlator output into CASA. Additionally, a
digital correction factor for the 2-bit recorder sampling is
applied when the data are loaded. Bad data are ﬂagged based
on text ﬁles compiled from station logs and known sources of
radio frequency interference in stations’ signal chains with the
ﬂagdata task before performing the incremental calibration
procedures. The accor task is used to scale the auto-
correlations to unity and adjust the cross-correlations accord-
ingly, correcting for incorrect sampler settings from the data
recording stage. This is done for each 58MHz spectral IF
individually, thereby correcting for a coarse bandpass at each
station. This amplitude bandpass is reﬁned by dividing the data
by the auto-correlations at the 0.5 MHz channel resolution.
The phase calibration is done with the fringeﬁt task,
which solves for station-based residual post-correlation phases,
delays, and rates with respect to a chosen reference station
(Schwab & Cotton 1983). Unlike the HOPS pipeline, where
ﬁeld rotation angles are corrected a posteriori, rPICARD
applies ﬁeld rotation angle gain solutions on-the-ﬂy, i.e.,
before each phase calibration correction. The most sensitive
station is picked as reference in each scan. Eventually, all
Figure 5. Stages of the EHT-HOPS pipeline and post-processing steps, as
described in the text. The ﬁrst ﬁve stages, shown in the left box, are iterations
of HOPS fringe ﬁtter fourﬁt. Here, a comprehensive phase calibration model
is gradually built for the data. At the end of the ﬁve fourﬁt stages, the
correlation coefﬁcients are evaluated at a single global (station-based) set of
relative delays and delay-rates. The data are then converted to UVFITS format,
and a remaining suite of post-processing tools provide amplitude calibration
and time-and-polarization-dependent phase calibration.
109 http://github.com/sao-eht/eat
110 https://www3.mpifr-bonn.mpg.de/div/vlbi/globalmm
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fringe solutions are re-referenced with the CASA rerefant
task to a common station for each observing track to ensure
phase continuity across scans.
Phases are ﬁrst calibrated for the high S/N calibrator
sources, which are used to correct for instrumental effects.
Optimal time solution intervals to calibrate atmospheric intra-
scan phase ﬂuctuations (sol) are determined automatically
based on the S/N of the data. The search is done for short
solution intervals, close to the coherence time, which still yield
detections on all possible baselines (Janssen et al. 2019a).
Typical solution intervals range from 2 to 30 s. Using these
solution intervals, phases and rates are calibrated to extend the
coherence time of the calibrator scans. This results in high S/N
scan-based fringe solutions per 58MHz spectral IF, which are
used to obtain calibration solutions for instrumental effects.
ALMA-induced phase offsets between spectral IFs are
corrected with the short ALMA–APEX baseline. All baselines
in the array are used by the global fringe ﬁtter in the next step
to solve for residual instrumental phase and delay offsets for all
stations. After removing these instrumental data corruptions,
a ﬁnal fringeﬁt step solves for multi-band delays on the
(previously determined) solution intervals. A 60 s median
window ﬁlter is used to smooth the slowly varying multi-band
delays, which effectively removes potential outliers. After
fringe ﬁtting, the phases are coherent in time and frequency,
and the bandpass task is used to solve for the frequency-
dependent phase gains within each 58MHz spectral IF for each
station, using the combined data of all calibrator sources.
After all instrumental effects are calibrated out, the optimal
fringe-ﬁt solution intervals sol are determined for the weaker
science targets, and phases, delays, and rates are solved for in a
single fringeﬁt step. The intra-scan fringe fritting on short
solution intervals ﬂags low S/N segments where no fringes are
found to a speciﬁc station, e.g., when a station arrived late on
source. Finally, the exportuvﬁts task is used to export the
calibrated data from internal Measurement Set format to
UVFITS ﬁles, which are then ﬂux-density and network-
calibrated in the common post-processing framework.
Janssen et al. (2019a) demonstrate the rPICARD calibration
capabilities in a close comparison with a traditional AIPS-based
calibration using 43 GHz VLBA data of M87. The resultant
image of the jet and counter-jet, which reveals a complex
collimation proﬁle, is in good agreement with earlier results
from the literature (e.g., Walker et al. 2018). The rPICARD
pipeline was further used for the generation of synthetic EHT
data (Paper IV), where known input delay and phase offsets
were recovered as a ground-truth validation.
5.3. AIPS Pipeline
AIPS (Greisen 2003) is the most widely used software
package for VLBI data reduction and processing at frequencies
at or below ∼86 GHz. It is commonly used in the VLBI
community and was built to process low-S/N data from fairly
homogeneous centimeter-wave observatories at low recording
bandwidths. The EHT, however, falls in a different category:
its high recording bandwidth and heterogeneous array produce
data with a wide range of S/N, often dominated by systematic
effects instead of thermal noise. These properties required the
development of a custom pipeline based on AIPS, deviating
from standard fringe-ﬁtting procedures for lower frequency
data processing as outlined in e.g., the AIPS Cookbook.111
The custom AIPS pipeline is an automated Python-based
script using functions implemented in the eat package. It
makes use of ParselTongue (Kettenis et al. 2006), which
provides a platform to manipulate AIPS tasks and data outside
of the AIPS interface. The pipeline is summarized in Figure 7
and shows individual tasks used for calibration. A suite of
diagnostic plots, using tasks VPLOT and POSSM, are also
generated at each calibration step within the pipeline.
The loading of EHT data into AIPS, during which digital
corrections for 2-bit quantization efﬁciency are applied,
requires a concatenation of several packaged FITS-IDI ﬁles
and a careful handling of the JCMT, which observes with a
slightly shifted IF setup of the band (Section 4). The pipeline
reduces each band (low and high) in separate runs. Data
inspection and ﬂagging of spurs in the frequency domain from
accumulated scalar bandpass tables (generated with BPASS)
and dropouts or amplitude jumps in the time domain are done
interactively with the AIPS tasks BPEDT and EDITA. The ﬂags
are saved in output ﬂag tables to use in non-interactive reruns
of the pipeline. Standard amplitude normalization steps are
performed with the AIPS task ACSCL. The ﬁeld rotation angle
corrections are performed with an EHT-speciﬁc receiver mount
correction script (ehtutil.ehtpang, modifying the
antenna table from the DiFX alt-az default to the proper
receiver mounts of each station) using the AIPS task CLCOR
before fringe ﬁtting.
Figure 6. EHT data processing stages of rPICARD. Instrumental amplitude
calibration effects are described in the top-left box. Phases for the calibrator
sources are corrected ﬁrst to solve for instrumental effects (second box) and
science targets are phase-calibrated after the instrumental effects have been
solved (third box). Finally, post-processing steps are done outside of CASA for
amplitude calibration (fourth box).
111 http://www.aips.nrao.edu/cook.html
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The fringe-ﬁtting steps follow a similar framework to the
HOPS pipeline but use KRING,112 a station-based fringe ﬁtter
that outperforms the standard FRING in terms of computational
efﬁciency for large data sets, while maintaining an equivalent
accuracy. The ﬁrst step of the fringe search, commonly known
as instrumental phase calibration, consists of solving for delay
and phase offsets and fringe-rates using the full scan coherence
and full 2 GHz bandwidth (combining spectral IFs). The
second step solves for delay and phase offset residuals per
individual spectral IF, again using the full scan coherence. The
third step uses a ﬁxed solution interval of 2 s to solve for fast
phase rotations in time across the full bandwidth (combining
IFs). The ﬁnal stage is solving for scan-based residual delays
and phases per individual spectral IF.
The AIPS pipeline particularly relies on ALMA being
present to accurately solve for short interval solutions, as it uses
ALMA as the reference station for the initial baseline-based
FFT within KRING. Without ALMA, or in certain cases of a
weak baseline to ALMA, KRING is unable to accumulate
enough S/N in a single spectral IF or within a two-second
segment to constrain a fringe solution. After applying all
calibration steps, the data are frequency-averaged and exported
in UVFITS format. A priori and network calibration are
performed outside of AIPS in the common post-processing
framework.
6. Flux Density Calibration
The ﬂux density calibration for the EHT is done in two steps
and is a common post-processing procedure for all three phase
calibration pipelines, as it involves very little handling of the
data themselves. In Section 6.1, we describe the a priori
calibration process to calibrate visibility amplitudes to a
common ﬂux density scale across the array. In Section 6.2,
we present the network calibration process, where we use array
redundancy to absolutely calibrate stations with an intra-site
companion.
6.1. A Priori Amplitude Calibration
A priori amplitude calibration serves to calibrate visibility
amplitudes from correlation coefﬁcients to ﬂux density
measurements, as in Equation (2). As the normalized correla-
tion coefﬁcients are in units of noise power, it is necessary to
account for telescope sensitivities to convert to a uniform ﬂux
density scale across the array. The SEFD of a radio telescope is
the total system noise represented in units of equivalent
incident ﬂux density above the atmosphere. It can be written as
*
h= ´ ( )
T
SEFD
DPFU
, 3
sys
el
using the three measurable parameters:
1. *Tsys: the effective system noise temperature describes the
total noise characterization of the system corrected for
atmospheric attenuation (Equations (4) and (5)),
2. DPFU: the degrees per ﬂux density unit provides the
conversion factor (K/Jy) from a temperature scale to a
ﬂux density scale, correcting for the aperture efﬁciency
(Equation (6)),
3. ηel: the gain curve is a modeled elevation dependence of
the telescope’s aperture efﬁciency (Equation (7)), fac-
tored out of the DPFU to track gain variation as the
telescope moves across the sky.
The EHT is a heterogeneous array with telescopes of various
sensitivities (ranging nearly three orders of magnitude, see
Figure 8), operation schemes, and designs. A clear under-
standing of each station’s metadata measurement and delivery
is required for an accurate calibration of the measured
visibilities. We determine the SEFDs of the individual stations
and their uncertainties under idealized conditions, assuming
adequate pointing and focus (see Sections 6.1.1, 6.1.3,
and 6.1.4). Further losses and uncertainty in the SEFDs,
particularly those induced by focus or pointing errors, are
difﬁcult to quantify using available metadata, but are
qualitatively explained in Section 6.1.5. A more quantitative
assessment of station behavior can be done via derived residual
station gains from self-calibration methods in imaging or model
ﬁtting (Papers IV, VI).
6.1.1. Quantifying Station Performance
In order to determine the sensitivity of a single-dish station at
a given time, measurements of the effective system temper-
ature, the DPFU, and the gain curve are required. Here we
Figure 7. Stages of the AIPS fringe-ﬁtting pipeline and post-processing steps.
The pipeline begins with direct data editing (interactively or via input
correction and ﬂag tables) and amplitude normalization (ﬁrst box). The phase
calibration process then follows via four steps with the AIPS fringe ﬁtter
KRING to solve for phase and delay offsets and rates (second box). Finally,
post-processing steps are done outside of AIPS for amplitude calibration
(third box).
112 See AIPS MEMOS 101 and 107 for details;http://www.aips.nrao.edu/
aipsmemo.html.
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provide details on how these parameters are measured for the
EHT array.
The EHT operates in the millimeter-wave radio regime,
where observations are very sensitive to atmospheric absorp-
tion and water vapor content. In contrast with centimeter-wave
interferometers (e.g., VLBA/JVLA), millimeter-wave tele-
scopes typically measure *Tsys via the “chopper” (or hot-load)
method: an ambient temperature load Thot with known black-
body properties is placed in front of the receiver, blocking
everything but the receiver noise, and the resulting noise power
is compared to the same measurement on cold sky. Assuming
~T Thot atm (the hot load is at a temperature comparable to the
radiating atmosphere), this method automatically compensates
for atmospheric absorption to ﬁrst order, essentially transferring
the incident ﬂux density reference point to above the
atmosphere (e.g., Penzias & Burrus 1973; Ulich & Haas 1976):
* + -t t- ( ( ) ) ( )T e T e T1 , 4sys rx atm
where Trx is the receiver noise temperature, and τ is the sky
opacity in the line of sight. Details on the chopper techniques
adopted for the EHT are provided in a technical memo113
(Issaoun et al. 2017a).
Three stations in the EHT array have double-sideband (DSB)
receivers in 2017 (SMA, JCMT, and LMT), where both upper
and lower sidebands on either side of the oscillator frequency
are folded together in the recorded signal (e.g., Iguchi 2005,
Paper II). Because only one 4 GHz sideband is correlated
across the array, we correct *Tsys for the excess noise
contribution from the uncorrelated sideband
* *= +( ) ( )T T r1 , 5sys sys,DSB sb
where the sideband ratio rsb is the ratio of source signal power
in the uncorrelated sideband to that in the correlated sideband.
A sideband ratio of unity, for an ideal DSB system, is assumed
for the SMA and LMT based on known receiver performance.
A measured sideband ratio of 1.25 is used for the JCMT.114
The remaining stations use sideband-separating receiver
systems and do not need this adjustment. The SPT, although
sideband-separating, is believed to have suffered from a degree
of incomplete sideband separation in 2017, giving it some
amount of (uncharacterized) effective rsb.
In addition to the noise characterization, the efﬁciency of the
telescope must also be quantiﬁed. The DPFU relates ﬂux
density units incident onto the dish to equivalent degrees of
thermal noise power through the following equation:
h= ( )A
k
DPFU
2
, 6A
geom
B
where kB is the Boltzmann constant ( = ´k 1.38 10B 3 Jy/K),
Ageom is the geometric area of the dish, and hA is the aperture
efﬁciency of the telescope. For an idealized telescope with a
uniform illumination (no blockage or surface errors), the full
area would be available to collect the incoming signal and the
aperture efﬁciency would be unity. Real radio telescopes
intentionally taper their illumination to minimize spillover past
the primary mirror, most have secondary mirror support legs
that block part of the primary aperture, and generally the
surface accuracy produces a non-negligible degradation in
efﬁciency. To determine hA, well-focused and well-pointed
observations are made of calibrator sources of known bright-
ness, usually planets (e.g., Kutner & Ulich 1981; Mangum
1993; Baars 2007). The planet brightness temperature models
from the GILDAS115 software package were used for this
calibration. For each single-dish EHT station, we determine a
single DPFU value per polarization/band, except for JCMT,
which has measurable temporal variations from solar heating
during daytime observations. A more detailed overview of the
methodology for hA is presented in Issaoun et al. (2017a).
We separately determine the elevation-dependent efﬁciency
factor hel (or gain curve) due primarily to gravitational
deformation of each parabolic dish. The characterization of
the telescope’s geometric gain curve is particularly important
for the EHT, which often observes science targets at extreme
elevations in order to maximize (u, v) coverage. The elevation-
dependent gain curve is estimated by ﬁtting a second-order
polynomial to measurements of bright calibrator sources
continuously tracked over a wide range of elevation (see
Figure 9 and the technical memo by Issaoun et al. 2017b). In
Figure 8. Example of SEFD values during asingle night of the 2017 EHT
observations (April 11, low-band RCP). Values for 3C 279 are marked with
full circles, values for M87 are marked with empty diamonds. ALMA SEFDs
have been multiplied by 10 in this plot. The SPT is observing 3C 279 at an
elevation of just 5°. 8, resulting in an uncharacteristically high SEFD due to the
large airmass.
113 EHT Memo Series:https://eventhorizontelescope.org/for-astronomers/
memos.
114 https://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/instrumentation/heterodyne/rxa/
115 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
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the EHT array, SMT, PV, and APEX have characterized gain
curves. The gain curve is parameterized as a second-order
polynomial about the elevation at maximum efﬁciency:
h = - -( ) ( )B1 el el . 7el max 2
The JCMT has no elevation dependence at 230 GHz as it is
operating at the lower end of its frequency range. The LMT has
an adaptive surface that is able to actively correct for surface
deformation as a function of elevation. Through observations
of planets, the LMT was determined to have a ﬂat 1.3 mm
gain between 25° and 80° to within 10% uncertainty. At the
SPT, the elevation of extra-solar sources is constant, and
therefore possible elevation-dependent efﬁciency losses remain
uncharacterized.
We also mitigate a number of pathological issues uncovered
in the 2017 data affecting the visibility amplitudes in a priori
calibration. Additional loss of coherence in the signal chain at
PV due to impurities in the LO, an excess noise contribution at
APEX due to the inclusion of a timing signal, and the partial
SMA channel dropouts were identiﬁed during data processing.
Correction factors for the visibility amplitudes on baselines to
these sites were estimated, as explained in the Appendix. These
correction factors translate to a square multiplicative effect on
the station-based SEFDs, as shown in Table 2. In the a priori
calibration metadata, the multiplicative factors were folded into
the DPFUs for PV and APEX and into the *Tsys measurements
for SMA (due to its time dependence). Representative median
values for the aperture efﬁciency, DPFU, effective system
temperature, and SEFD on EHT primary targets (M87 and
Sgr A*) for each station participating in the EHT 2017
observations are shown in Table 2. A site-by-site overview of
the derivation of a priori calibration quantities is given in a
technical memo (Janssen et al. 2019b).
6.1.2. Calibrating Visibility Amplitudes
The *Tsys, DPFU, and elevation gain data for all stations are
aggregated in ANTAB format text ﬁles. They are subsequently
matched with observed visibilities for a given source using
linear interpolation. Visibility amplitudes are calibrated in units
of ﬂux density by multiplying the normalized visibility
amplitudes by the geometric mean of the derived SEFDs of
the two stations across a baseline i–j:
= ´∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )V rSEFD SEFD , 8ij i j ij
where ∣ ∣Vij is then the calibrated visibility amplitude in Jy on
that baseline, as in Equation (2).
Figure 10 shows the scan-averaged S/N on individual
baselines, which is proportional to the phase-calibrated
correlated signal, as a function of the projected baseline length
(top panel), and the equivalent correlated ﬂux density after
a priori calibration (center panel) for observations of M87 (left)
and 3C 279 (right) on April 11. The split in the S/N
distributions is due to the difference in sensitivity between
the co-located sites ALMA and APEX, leading to simultaneous
baselines with two levels of sensitivity. The a priori calibration
process puts all points on the same ﬂux density scale (via
Equation (8)), and the resulting data variations can thus be
attributed to source structure, no longer dominated by
sensitivity differences between baselines.
6.1.3. Single-dish Error Budget
The SEFD error budget, assuming nominal pointing and
focus, is dominated by the measurement uncertainty for the
DPFU (see Table 3). Depending on the source elevation, the
uncertainty contribution for the elevation gain may also be non-
trivial (particularly for the LMT) and adds in quadrature to the
DPFU error to give the SEFD error budget. The gain curve
error budget is obtained from the propagation of errors on the
polynomial ﬁt parameters in Equation (7), and is also itself
elevation-dependent. We assume that the uncertainty in *Tsys is
negligible as it is the variable measured closest to the individual
VLBI scans and the accuracy of the chopper method is well
studied (see Section 6.1.5, Kutner 1978; Mangum 2002). The
measurement uncertainties associated with pointing or focus
errors are not folded into these error budget estimates as they
are not easily quantiﬁable a priori.
For all single-dish stations, the DPFU uncertainty is
estimated by the standard deviation in hA from a distribution
of planet measurements added in quadrature to the uncertainty
in the model brightness temperatures assumed for the planets.
The scatter in planet measurements reﬂects changes in
telescope performance with varying weather conditions, and
thus it encompasses possible ﬂuctuations in the mean value
assumed during the observing window. An exception is the
JCMT during daytime observing, where hA has a time
dependence parametrized by a ﬁt of a Gaussian component
dip as a function of local time, described in a technical memo
(Issaoun et al. 2018). The uncertainty in h ( )tA is determined
through the propagation of the errors on the ﬁt parameters via
least-squares ﬁtting. Individual uncertainty contributions of the
various components and the resulting percentage SEFD error
budget for each EHT station during the 2017 April observa-
tions are listed in Table 3. Site-by-site derivations of ﬂux
density calibration uncertainties during the EHT 2017 cam-
paign are given in Janssen et al. (2019b).
6.1.4. Phased-array Calibration
The phased arrays combine the total collecting area of all their
dishes into one virtual telescope. This depends on precise phase
alignment of the signals, with an accuracy that is captured by the
Figure 9. Example of a gain curve ﬁt to single-dish normalized ﬂux density
measurements of calibrators at the SMT (Issaoun et al. 2017b).
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phasing efﬁciency hph (see Appendix in Paper II)
h gg=
å
å( ∣ ∣) ( ). 9
i
i
ph
2
2
The phasing efﬁciency contributes to the aperture efﬁciency of
the phased array, and reﬂects the ratio of source signal
power116 observed by the phased array, versus that observed by
a perfectly phased array. The complex gains γi (as in
Equation (2)) are taken over all the dishes in the phased array,
and have zero relative phase in the case of ideal phasing
(ηph= 1).
The phasing efﬁciency as deﬁned above is valid when the
signals being combined are optimally weighted by the effective
collecting area of each antenna, ~A 1 SEFDi i,eff . Then the
SEFD of the phased array is
åh=
-⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )SEFD
1 1
SEFD
. 10
i
array
ph
1
Both SMA and ALMA use equal weights for the formation of
the sum signal. Due to their homogeneity, Equations (9)
and (10) are excellent approximations.
At the SMA, the phasing efﬁciency ηph is estimated from
self-calibrated phases to a point-source model(Young et al.
2016). Phases for each dish of the connected-element array are
calculated online once per integration period, which varies in
the range of 6–20 s depending on the observing conditions, and
the same phases are fed back as corrective phases for
beamforming the phased array. The DPFU for the individual
antennas that comprise the SMA are well characterized at
0.0077K/Jy, with ηA=0.75, and the 6 m dishes have a ﬂat
gain curve at 230 GHz, which is near the lower end of their
operating frequency range(Matsushita et al. 2006). An SEFD
for each antenna is calculated from DSB *Tsys measurements
taken regularly at the time of observing. The overall SEFD for
the SMA phased array is then estimated via Equation (10).
For ALMA, both amplitude and phase gain for each dish are
solved during the ofﬂine QA2 processing of interferometric
ALMA data, under an assumed point-source model with
known total ﬂux. The SEFDs of individual antennas are thus
determined through amplitude self-calibration, automatically
accounting for system noise and efﬁciency factors but sensitive
to errors in the source model. Because ALMA data has the
additional complication of linear-to-circular conversion, the
phased-sum signal SEFD is determined via the full-Stokes
Jones matrix of the phased array, as computed by PolConvert
(Equation(15) of Martí-Vidal et al. 2016). By convention,
QA2 sensitivity tables place all phasing-related factors into the
*Tsys component of Equation (3), allowing DPFU to assume a
constant value corresponding to a single ALMA antenna.
Further details are provided in Section6.2.1 of Goddi et al.
(2019).
During the EHT 2017 observations, ηph was above 0.8 for
∼80% (ALMA) and ∼90% (SMA) of the time. Poorer
efﬁciency at both sites is associated with low elevation and
increased atmospheric turbulence. At ALMA, phase correc-
tions are calculated online by the telescope calibration system
and applied to the array with a loop time of ∼18 s (Goddi et al.
2019). At the SMA, integration times at the correlator can be as
short as 6 s, but longer intervals are used if needed to build
S/N. The corrective phases are passed through a stabilization
ﬁlter before being applied, resulting in an effective loop time of
∼12–40 s for the SMA. Phasing at both sites suffers when the
atmospheric coherence timescale becomes short with respect to
the loop time. To minimize the impact, both arrays are arranged
in tight conﬁgurations during phased array operations.
The uncertainty on the ηph measurement at the SMA is
estimated to be 5%–15%, and depends primarily on the S/N of
the gain solutions. The SMA (usually with six 6 m dishes phased)
has considerably less collecting area than ALMA (usually with
37 12m dishes phased) to use for solving phase gains. For
weaker sources, the uncertainty in estimating corrective phases at
the SMA and in calculating the phasing efﬁciency can be
considerable. The assumed ﬂux of the point-source model used to
self-calibrate ALMA during QA2 has a quoted 10% systematic
uncertainty in Goddi et al. (2019). The uncertainties from self-
calibration and phasing are uncharacterized, therefore the
uncertainty of 10% for the derived SEFD of the ALMA phased
array is considered a lower limit. Errors from the use of a
point-source model for M87 and 3C 279 during gain calibration
are expected to be small in comparison to these values. The
Table 2
Median EHT Station Sensitivities on Primary Targets during the 2017 Campaign, Assuming Nominal Pointing and Focus
Station Diameter Sideband Sideband-corrected Aperture DPFU Multiplicative Median
in 2017 (m) Ratio Median *Tsys (K) Efﬁciency hA (K/Jy) Mitigation Factor SEFD (Jy)
APEX 12 L 118 0.61 0.025 1.020 4800
JCMT 15 1.25 345 0.52 0.033a L 10500
LMT 32.5 1.0 371 0.28 0.083 L 4500
PV 30 L 226 0.47 0.12 3.663 6900
SMT 10 L 291 0.60 0.017 L 17100
SPT 6b L 118 0.60 0.0061 L 19300
SMA6 14.7c 1.0 285 0.75 0.046d 1.138e, 1.515e 6400
ALMA37 73c L 76 0.68 1.03d L 74
Notes.
a Nighttime value for the DPFU. The daytime DPFU includes a Gaussian component dip as function of local Hawaiʻi time.
b SPT has a 10 m dish diameter, with 6 m illuminated by receiver optics in 2017.
c The diameter for phased arrays reﬂects the sum total collecting area.
d DPFUs for phased arrays are determined for the full collecting areas.
e Applied when 6.25% and 18.75% of the SMA bandwidth was corrupted, respectively.
116 It is common to see hph1 2 deﬁned as the phasing efﬁciency (e.g., Matthews
et al. 2018), which scales with signal amplitude.
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individual uncertainties and error budget for the phased arrays are
shown in Table 3.
6.1.5. Limitations of a Priori Calibration
Although the DPFU is typically represented as a single value
measured under good performance conditions, a station’s
efﬁciency is expected to vary with temperature, sunlight, and
quality of pointing and focus. We have attempted to
characterize speciﬁc time-dependent trends such as daytime
dependence for the JCMT, but other factors are very difﬁcult to
decouple from the overall station behavior and associate with
individual scans. Speciﬁc efﬁciency losses during scans, in
particular due to lack of pointing/focus accuracy, are not
included in the a priori amplitude calibration information for
single-dish sites and remain in the underlying correlated
visibilities. Therefore, the a priori error budget in Table 3 is
only representative of global station performance and cannot be
estimated for individual scans. In addition to a priori
calibration, a list of problematic scans, where the station
performance is known to be poor and the error budget is thus
assumed to be undetermined, is passed on to analysis groups.
These losses can be corrected in imaging and model ﬁtting
via self-calibration methods and amplitude gain modeling
(Papers IV, VI).
The uncertainty in the chopper calibration is also difﬁcult to
quantify, as we do not know the true coupling of the hot load to
the receiver (including spillover and reﬂection) and thus its
effective temperature is uncertain(Kutner 1978; Jewell 2002).
One of the key assumptions of the chopper method is the
Figure 10. Stages of visibility amplitude calibration illustrated with the April 11 HOPS data set on M87 (left) and 3C 279 (right), as afunction of projected baseline
length. The two frequency bands are coherently scan-averaged separately and the ﬁnal amplitudes are averaged incoherently across bands. Top: S/N of the correlated
ﬂux density component after phase calibration, both RCP and LCP. Middle: ﬂux-density calibrated RCP and LCP values. Bottom: ﬁnal, network-calibrated Stokes I
ﬂux densities. Error bars denote ±1σ uncertainty from thermal noise.
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equivalence (to ﬁrst order) of the hot load, ambient, and
atmospheric temperatures, which allows for the correction of
the atmospheric attenuation in the signal chain. Any deviation
from this assumption in the *Tsys measurements may introduce
systematic biases. This can be partly mitigated by frequent
measurements and monitoring of the DPFU under stable
weather conditions and nominal telescope performance, to
offset any signiﬁcant scaling from temperature assumptions.
The majority of stations in the EHT use a two-load (hot and
cold loads) chopper method, with temperature reﬁnement from
atmospheric modeling, to measure the receiver noise temper-
ature, and have radiometers to monitor the atmospheric opacity,
which typically reduces uncertainty in the chopper calibration
down to the 1% level(Jewell 2002; Mangum 2002). In
contrast, the LMT and SPT used a single-load chopper method
in 2017, leading to a larger error contribution estimated at the
5%–10% level minimum(Jewell 2002; Mangum 2002); with
an error that grows rapidly at high line-of-sight opacity.
Limitations in accuracy of the a priori calibration may also
come from the cadence of DPFU and *Tsys measurements,
typically performed between scheduled VLBI scans or outside
VLBI observing altogether. The changing dish performance
during the VLBI observations and intra-scan atmospheric
variations are not typically captured by these measurements,
although frequent pointing and focus calibration is done during
the observations to keep an optimal performance. Furthermore,
the time cadence varies across participating stations due to
different chopper calibration setups, pointing, and focus needs,
and allocated time for the EHT observing campaign. It is
therefore not atypical for self-calibration corrections in down-
stream analysis to slightly deviate from the attributed amplitude
error budget. To maximize mutual coverage, many stations are
pushed past their nominal operating conditions during EHT
observations, such as the LMT or the JCMT in the early
evening local time due to surface heating and instability, and
the SPT at extremely low elevation and high winds. For those
stations and conditions, we expect residual gains to deviate
signiﬁcantly from the a priori amplitude error budget. A more
detailed discussion of a priori calibration uncertainties and
limitations is given in Issaoun et al. (2017a).
6.2. Network Calibration
Network calibration is a framework to estimate visibility
amplitude corrections at some sites by utilizing array
redundancy and supplemental measurements of the total ﬂux
density of a source (Fish et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2015;
Blackburn et al. 2019). It allows for absolute amplitude
calibration of intra-site baselines and tightens consistency
between simultaneous baselines to co-located sites when both
sites are observing (see the bottom panels of Figure 10). It
makes fewer assumptions than other techniques such as self-
calibration and does not assume a speciﬁc compact source
model.
Network calibration makes two related assumptions. The
ﬁrst is that redundant baselines in the EHT array (e.g., ALMA–
SMA and APEX–JCMT) share the same model visibility. The
second is that co-located sites provide a zero-baseline
interferometer (e.g., ALMA–APEX), with a corresponding
visibility that is a positive real number equal to the total ﬂux
density V0. We express the measured visibility Vij on a baseline
between sites i and j as
*= ( )V g g , 11ij i j ij
where ij is the true visibility on that baseline, and gi and gj are
the station-based residual gains assuming no thermal noise (the
latter introduces uncertainty in the estimated gains).
Given two co-located sites i and j, we can solve for the
amplitudes of their gains using a third remote site, using the
assumptions above,  =ik jk and  = Vij 0. In the absence of
thermal noise,
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Note that network calibration only provides gain estimates for
those sites with a co-located partner.
In practice, thermal noise affects the accuracy of gains
estimated using Equation (12). To optimize network calibra-
tion, we use all sets of baselines between co-located sites and
distant sites and solve for the set of unknown model visibilities
ij and station gains gj by minimizing an associated χ2.
Speciﬁcally, for each solution interval, we minimize
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-
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where σij is the thermal uncertainty on Vij. We implemented
network calibration via this minimization procedure within the
eht-imaging library (Chael et al. 2016, 2018).
For the EHT 2017 April observations, network calibration is
performed on frequency-averaged visibility UVFITS data
coherently time-averaged over 10 s solution intervals. Both
parallel-hand visibility components (further referred to as
RCP/LCP or RR/LL) are network-calibrated with shared gain
coefﬁcients, using the total intensity measured by the ALMA
array as V0(Goddi et al. 2019). The assumed ﬂux density
values per band on each observing day are reported in Table 4
for both M87 and 3C 279. For each source, a constant ﬂux
Table 3
Station-based SEFD Percentage Error Budget during the 2017 Campaign,
Assuming Stable Weather Conditions and Nominal Pointing and Focus
(Subdominant Effects from *Tsys Measurements
and Sideband Ratios are not Shown)
Station DPFU Gain Curve hph SEFD
Budget (%) Budget (%) Budget (%) Budget (%)
APEX 11 0.3 L 11
JCMT 11–14a L L 11–14
LMT 20 10 L 22b
PV 10 1.5 L 10
SMT 7 1 L 7
SPT 15 L L 15b
SMA6 2 L 5–15c 5–15
ALMA37 10 L L 10d
Notes.
a The range in the budget at the JCMT is the result of a larger uncertainty in the
calibration during daytime observing, due to its aperture efﬁciency time
dependence.
b The error budget for SPT and LMT are lower limits due to uncharacterized
losses, see Section 6.1.5.
c The range in the budget at the SMA is due to a larger uncertainty in the
phasing for weaker sources.
d ALMA uncertainty is a lower limit from systematics caused by the assumed
source ﬂux density during QA2 calibration.
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density is adopted per day, as both sources vary by <5% within
an observation, well within the 10% ﬂux density calibration
error budget of ALMA measurements.
Network calibration enables absolute amplitude calibration
of sites with a co-located partner (ALMA and APEX, SMA and
JCMT) when both sites are operating, to the limit of thermal
noise to the strongest remote stations. The remaining isolated
sites (SMT, LMT, SPT, and PV) are unaffected by network
calibration.
Following all calibration steps, StokesI total intensity
components correspond to
= +( ) ( )V V V1
2
. 14ij I ij ij, ,RR ,LL
For JCMT, which is a single polarization station, we use the
available RCP or LCP component as a proxy for the Stokes I
value. This corresponds to assuming zero contribution from
Stokes V circular polarization.
Most assumptions in the network calibration procedure are
valid for all targets observed by the EHT. However, the
assumption that co-located sites act as a true zero-baseline
interferometer may not hold for sources with extended
structure, such as M87. The distance between the SMA and
the JCMT is 160 m, giving aresolution on that baseline
of∼1 6. The distance between ALMA (phase center) and
APEX is 2.6 km, giving aresolution on that baseline of ∼0 1.
For very compact sources, such as the quasar 3C 279, these two
baselines both see point-like sources. For sources with
extended structure, such as M87 and its large-scale jet, these
two baselines will see slightly different structure. For example
HST-1, abright feature in the jet of M87 at just 0 8 from the
radio core (Chang et al. 2010), produces adifferent response on
both intra-site baselines. However, HST-1 has 1% of the total
core ﬂux density of M87 as measured by ALMA (Table 4), so
its effect on the network calibration gain solutions for ALMA
and APEX is insigniﬁcant in comparison to the 10%
uncertainty on the ALMA total ﬂux density estimates.
7. Final Data Products
7.1. Data Release Speciﬁcation
The SR1 data on M87 and 3C 279 represent a subset of
amore comprehensive engineering release (ER) data produc-
tion (ER5) for the EHT 2017 observations, after extensive
internal validation and review. ER5 data are themselves derived
from aﬁfth revision (Rev5) correlation data product. Informa-
tion about accessing SR1 data and the software used for
analysis can be found on the Event Horizon Telescope
website’s data portal.117
The sequence of correlation and engineering releases
represents ayear-long effort of identifying and mitigating data
issues, and developing new software and procedures; ﬁrst on
secondary targets for ER1–ER3 and then including EHT
primary science targets for ER4–ER5. Each internal engineer-
ing data release was subject to an independent review by
apanel of experts not involved in the data preparation, before
being made available for downstream analysis, including
imaging and model ﬁtting. The HOPS data set was present in
all engineering releases, receiving the most extensive review
and internal validation. AIPS data were included in ER1 for an
initial comparison to HOPS on EHT 2017 secondary targets,
and in ER5 for comparisons with both HOPS and the newly
added CASA data set.
The ﬁnal data products at the end of the calibration and
reduction pipelines provide a uniform and reliable data set for
scientiﬁc analysis that has been reduced and simpliﬁed by the
removal of bad data (failed observations), and after compensat-
ing for non-astrophysical systematics. The data reduction
process is automated and makes only minimal assumptions
about the source: (1) that the target is mostly compact, and
(2) that it has known apriori large-scale structure and total ﬂux
density (e.g., from ALMA observations). The calibration of
systematics is therefore limited by an inability to jointly ﬁt
source parameters along with gains, but this pathway avoids
introducing any strong model assumptions during the data
preparation.
In addition to the raw correlator output, three levels of
successive data reduction are provided, representing the
assumptions made during calibration. The ﬁrst level (1)
includes only the phase calibration provided during fringe
ﬁtting, after which data can be averaged. At this stage, the data
represent correlation coefﬁcients and are the most fundamental
data product for the formation of closure phases and closure
amplitudes. This is followed by (2) data that has been brought
to a physical amplitude scale (Jy) through a priori ﬂux density
calibration, and then (3) network amplitude calibrated using
a priori assumptions about large-scale source structure and total
ﬂux density. The time–frequency resolutions of the various
data products are presented in Table 5, and generally exceed
what is needed to capture source structure. This resolution is
chosen to allow for a manageable data volume while still
providing ﬂexibility for downstream time–frequency averaging
as well as the ﬁtting of any residual systematics through
additional model-dependent techniques such as self-calibration.
The SR1 data release includes products of all three fringe-
ﬁtting pipelines. The HOPS pipeline data product is designated
as theprimary scientiﬁc EHT data set, given the degree of
vetting it has received during an iterative process of ﬁve
engineering releases and a current performance advantage at
low S/N. The CASA and AIPS data sets are used for
validation, including direct data cross-comparisons as well as
validation of downstream analysis results. Each data product is
provided in UVFITS format. The choice of format was
motivated by the need for common output across all pipelines,
and easy loading, inspection, and imaging in all software used
in the downstream analysis efforts and via readily available
Python modules. Asuite of metadata accompany the release,
Table 4
Total Flux Density Estimates used for Network Calibration
Source Band April 5 April 6 April 10 April 11
(Jy) (Jy) (Jy) (Jy)
M87 low 1.13 1.14 1.17 1.21
high 1.12 1.10 1.15 1.20
3C 279 low 8.61 8.57 7.99 8.01
high 8.56 8.55 7.97 7.98
Note.The ﬂux density values used for network calibration in SR1 come from
the initial ALMA QA2 data release (2017 October), with a quoted uncertainty
of 10%. Updated values are reported in Appendix B of Goddi et al. (2019) and
are approximately 10% higher than shown here.
117 https://eventhorizontelescope.org/for-astronomers/data
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such as the ANTAB tables used for a priori calibration,
documentation and validation tests for each processing and
calibration stage, assessment of derived calibration solutions,
and suggested ﬂagging information from investigations of
station performance.
The ﬁrst science release only provides calibrated Stokes I
(total intensity) products for M87 and 3C 279. Asummary of
the data set content and S/N statistics is shown in Table 6,
and acumulative histogram of the Stokes I component S/N
in the fully averaged data set is shown in Figure 11.
Amedian reported thermal uncertainty is about 7 mJy on
non-ALMA baselines and, remarkably, only about 0.7 mJy
on baselines to ALMA for Stokes I single-band scan-
averaged visibilities. In this ﬁrst science release, the issue
of polarimetric leakage calibration and correction is not
addressed. Leakage has arelatively small inﬂuence on the
total intensity and it is sufﬁcient to parameterize the effects of
leakage as asystematic source of non-closing errors (see
Section 8). Future EHT results concerning polarimetry and
other Stokes components will necessarily involve leakage
calibration.
7.2. Closure Quantities
While the data release consists of reduced complex
visibilities, derivative closure data products are particularly
important for downstream data analysis, as well as for the
description of data uncertainties. Unlike complex visibilities,
closure quantities are robust against station-based gain errors.
They are, however, susceptible to systematic non-closing
errors, discussed in Section 8. For the needs of this Letter,
we only provide brief deﬁnitions and description of
conventions.
We deﬁne a closure phase formed from baseline visibilities
on a closed triangle ijk as
y = ( ) ( )V V VArg , 15ijk ij jk kiC,
with acorresponding uncertainty
s » + +y - - - ( )S S S , 16ijk ij jk ki, 2 2 2C
where Sij is the estimated S/N, associated with the Vij visibility,
that is
s=
∣ ∣ ( )S V . 17ij ij
ij
Formation of closure phase cancels the station-based gain
factors that appear in Equation (2). In the case of visibility
amplitudes, the gain factors can be similarly canceled by the
formation of the log closure amplitude, deﬁned as
= ( )A A A
A A
ln ln , 18ijkℓ
ij kℓ
ik jℓ
C,
for aquadrangle ijkℓ, where “ln” is anatural logarithm and Aij
represents debiased amplitude
s= -∣ ∣ ( )A V . 19ij ij ij2 2
Table 5
Data Products Available in SR1
Stage Δt Δν Low Band High Band
(s) (MHz) (GB) (GB)
Corr. Data (Rev5) 0.4 0.5 665 713
Phase Cal. (SR1) 0.4 58.0 7.9 8.0
A Priori Cal. (SR1) 0.4 58.0 7.9 8.0
Network Cal. (SR1) 10.0 1875.0 0.117 0.121
Note.Integration time Δt and frequency averaging windows Δν are given, as
well as total data volumes for low- and high-band subsets, which have slightly
different coverage.
Table 6
Content of the SR1 Data Set
HOPS CASA AIPS Shared Max
M87 scans 72 71 71 71 72
detections 771 753 706 702 898
median S/N 31.4 27.3 25.9 L L
(shared set) 36.6 31.8 26.4 L L
all closure phases 912 889 790 784 1130
(non-redundant) 482 470 432 429 579
all closure amps 1938 1890 1569 1557 2520
(non-redundant) 410 399 361 358 507
3C 279 scans 71 71 68 68 71
detections 954 937 972 913 1246
median S/N 250 219 187 L L
(shared set) 259 230 213 L L
all closure phases 1313 1285 1370 1258 1918
(non-redundant) 631 618 646 607 864
all closure amps 3342 3276 3591 3207 5361
(non-redundant) 560 547 578 536 793
Note.Data products in the fully averaged SR1 data set. The shared data set is
composed of only those detections that are reported by all three pipelines. The
max data set is a theoretical maximum calculated assuming perfect realization
of the observation schedules. The full set of all closure quantities is shown,
which is used to estimate systematics in Section 8; as well as the non-redundant
set, which reﬂects the actual number of unique phase and amplitude degrees of
freedom measured by the (uncalibrated) array.
Figure 11. Cumulative histogram of Stokes I S/N in the HOPS data set for all
observations of M87 and 3C 279, using fully averaged data. Solid curves
represent baselines to ALMA, while the dashed curves show all other baselines.
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The associated uncertainty of log closure amplitude is
s » + + +- - - - ( )S S S S . 20A ijkℓ ij kℓ ik jℓln , 2 2 2 2C
Uncertainties reported in Equations (16) and (20) are calculated
based on propagation of thermal visibility errors and are strictly
correct in ahigh S/N limit, where distributions of both types of
closure quantities are well approximated with anormal
distribution. The number of closure quantities that can be
derived from SR1 visibilities is given in Table 6. The numbers
describe afully averaged (i.e., scan and 4 GHz band-averaged)
data set. We give the number of all closure quantities,
corresponding to the full (or maximal) set formed from all
possible loops over three or four stations in every scan. The full
set has a balanced representation of baselines, and is used to
estimate systematic errors in Section 8.4. Elements of
amaximal set are, however, not independent (the set is highly
redundant). We also provide the number of closure products in
the non-redundant (or minimal) set. This is a reduced subset
that captures all the available information in the closure
quantities. Selection of aparticular non-redundant data set is
not unique and in general non-trivial (L. Blackburn et al. 2019,
in preparation).
When intra-site baselines are present in the array, aspecial
set of trivial closure quantities can be formed. Such closure
phases and log closure amplitudes are zero by construction,
within statistical uncertainties. While they do not carry any
direct information about the source compact structure, they are
useful for network calibration (Section 6.2) and the character-
ization of uncertainties, presented in Section 8.
7.3. Data Features
Certain properties of the reduced data can be directly
observed in the behavior of visibilities and closure quantities.
The data indicate remarkable persistent features in the structure
of the M87 compact emission, as well as source structural
variability on atimescale of days. In this section we give
arudimentary interpretation of these features. The implications
of these basic features for the imaging, modeling, and scientiﬁc
interpretation of the source structure are explored in companion
Letters (Papers I, IV, V, VI).
Figure 12 shows the aggregate baseline coverage for EHT
2017 observations of M87 and 3C 279 via the HOPS pipeline.
The coverage and data properties via the other two pipelines are
comparable. Our shortest baselines are between co-located sites
(SMA–JCMT and ALMA–APEX). These baselines are
sensitive to arcsecond-scale structure, while our longest
baselines are sensitive to microarcsecond-scale structure. For
M87, the highest resolution (fringe spacing of 25 μas) is
achieved in the east–west direction on baselines joining the
Hawaiʻi stations to PV, while for 3C 279 the highest resolution
(fringe spacing of 24 μas) is achieved in the north–south
direction, on PV and SMT baselines to the SPT.
The 2017 observations led to detections on all baselines for
M87. Alonger averaging time (up to scan duration) is enabled
by the atmospheric phase corrections performed by all three
pipelines. Figure 10 (top-left panel) shows the S/N as
afunction of projected baseline length for M87 on April11,
for fully averaged data. A similar distribution is also shown for
3C 279 in Figure 10 (top-right panel), with around an order of
magnitude difference due to the higher total ﬂux density of
3C 279 compared to M87 (Table 4).
The correlated ﬂux density for M87 on April 11 after
amplitude and network calibration is shown in Figure 10
(bottom left panel). There is a pronounced secondary peak in
the visibility amplitudes with two minima on either side,
interpreted as visibility nulls. The ﬁrst of these nulls occurs at
∼3.4 Gλ. It is steep on the east–west oriented LMT and SMT
baselines to the Hawaiʻi stations, and shallower on the north–
south oriented ALMA and APEX baselines to LMT at the same
baseline length. The second null in amplitude is observed at
∼8.3 Gλ, on the east–west oriented PV baselines to the
Hawaiʻi stations. The correlated ﬂux density for 3C 279 on
Figure 12. Aggregate (u, v) coverage for M87 (top panel) and 3C 279 (bottom
panel) for the 2017 April observations, comparable for all three pipelines. Co-
located sites (SMA/JCMT and ALMA/APEX) result in redundant baselines.
The dashed circles show baseline lengths corresponding to fringe spacings of
25 and 50 μas.
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April 11 after amplitude and network calibration is also shown
in Figure 10 (bottom right panel). The trend in the visibility
amplitudes is clearly different from the trend seen in M87.
3C 279 appears to have more complex structure on long
baselines, and the structure varies with baseline position angle.
7.3.1. Persistent Structural Features
Figure 13 shows the correlated ﬂux density after amplitude
and network calibration as a function of baseline length for all
four days of observations of M87 via the HOPS pipeline. The
network-calibrated amplitudes show broad consistency over
different days, and are consistent between pipelines
(Section 8.5). The majority of notable low-amplitude outliers
across days are due to reduced efﬁciency of the JCMT or the
LMT on a select number of scans (caused by, e.g., telescope
pointing issues or surface instability). Although the amplitudes
of these data points are low, closure information remains stable
and is unaffected by station gain. This is shown by comparing
the erratic amplitudes on the LMT–SMT baseline in Figure 13
(cluster of points at about 1 Gλ) with the smooth trends in
closure phase for the ALMA–LMT–SMT triangle (Figure 14,
top left) and in closure amplitude for the ALMA–LMT–
APEX–SMT quadrangle (Figure 14, top right).
The secondary peak in amplitude and the location of the two
nulls are persistent for all four days. These signatures in the
visibility amplitudes suggest that the source is not changing
dramatically over several days, is compact with acharacteristic
spatial scale of 50 μas, and exhibits similar structure over
arange of baseline position angle. Long baselines with various
orientations lie in astable trend along the second peak, and
aminimum in amplitude at 3.4 Gλ is seen on both the east–
west and north–south oriented baselines.
While the overall trend may indicate acompact and nearly
circularly symmetric structure that is stable in time, amore
detailed inspection of the data set suggests the presence of a
slight anisotropy, also made evident by multiple measurements
of non-zero closure phase. This can be seen comparing the
ALMA/APEX–LMT and SMA/JCMT–LMT amplitudes in
Figure 10 (bottom left). Both baselines probe a(u, v) distance
of about 3.4 Gλ, but they have avery different, nearly
perpendicular orientation (Figure 12). Flux density measured
on the north–south oriented ALMA–LMT baseline is afew
times larger than that for the east–west oriented SMA–LMT
baseline. These properties translate to striking source features
in imaging and model ﬁtting, presented in Papers IV and VI,
respectively.
7.3.2. Time Variability
M87 was observed on the two consecutive nights of April 5/6
and again four nights later for the two consecutive nights of
April 10/11. We observe clear indications of modest source
evolution between the two pairs of nights, and broad consistency
within each pair. The evolution can be seen particularly well in
the behavior of robust closure quantities.
Across the full set of closure quantities, some closure phases
formed by wide and open triangles (e.g., ALMA–LMT–SMA,
Figure 14, bottom left) show different closure phase trends
between the ﬁrst pair of days and the second pair. Additionally,
the east–west oriented LMT–SMA–SMT triangle shows
different closure phase trends between the two pairs of days
(Figure 14, bottom center), but the equivalent triangle in the
opposite orientation, LMT–PV–SMT, shows no such trend
(Figure 14, top middle).
Strong night-to-night variability of closure phases is
associated with baselines probing (u, v) components close to
the ﬁrst visibility amplitude null, where visibility phases are
particularly sensitive to small structural changes. The LMT–
Hawaiʻi baselines are particularly affected. Rapid swings of
closure phase, as large as 200° in 2 hr, are found for the LMT–
SMA–SMT triangle, but exclusively for the latter pair of nights
on April 10/11. Triangles that do not probe the 3.4 Gλ null
location indicate less variability, e.g., ALMA–LMT–SMT or
LMT–PV–SMT. Despite larger uncertainties, similar trends are
seen in log closure amplitudes (right column of Figure 14). In
particular, signiﬁcant differences between the two pairs of
nights can be seen on the ALMA–LMT–APEX–SMA quad-
rangle, while the ALMA–LMT–APEX–SMT quadrangle gives
more consistent values.
8. Data Validation and Systematics
In this section, we summarize data set validation tests,
performed using diagnostic tools developed in the eat library
framework and focusing on the properties of the ﬁnal network-
calibrated data products. The section is structured as follows. In
Section 8.1, we discuss internal consistency tests performed
during the fringe-ﬁtting stage. In Section 8.2, the accuracy of
reported thermal uncertainties is tested. In Section 8.3 we
investigate the robustness of data products against decoherence
with increased coherent averaging time. Section 8.4 presents
internal consistency tests in each pipeline and provides
estimates for the magnitude of non-closing systematic errors,
which become important considerations in the error budget for
high S/N measurements. Finally, in Section 8.5, direct
comparisons between the three pipelines are given. Amore
comprehensive discussion of these automated data validation
procedures is given in atechnical memo (Wielgus et al. 2019).
8.1. Fringe Validation
During fringe detection, a number of basic tests are
performed on the data that check for data integrity, false
fringes, and the overall self-consistency of the detected
Figure 13. Correlated ﬂux density of M87 as a function of projected baseline
length for all four days of observations, from HOPS data that has been fully
averaged. Outliers are due to reduced performance of the LMT or the JCMT.
Error bars denote ±1σ uncertainty from thermal noise.
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fringe solutions and measured correlation coefﬁcients. These
fringe validation tests reﬂect the internal validation of each
pipeline, as opposed to the overall statistical validation and
cross-comparisons presented in the following subsections. In
addition to identifying issues with the fringe-ﬁtting pipelines
themselves, consistent review of data products throughout
engineering data production played an important role in
characterizing upstream issues with the data and their
correlation.
Figures 15 and 16 show two fringe solution consistency tests
that are run as part of an automated test suite at each stage of
the HOPS pipeline (Section 5.1, with details in Blackburn et al.
2019). In Figure 16, as well as in subsequent plots of
distributions, the number of 3σ outliers and the size of the
tested sample for each source are provided. The dashed black
curve indicates astandard normal distribution with zero mean
and unity variance.
The HOPS pipeline baseline-based fringe solutions (prior to
the global enforcement of fringe closure) show smooth
evolution across each observing night and consistency across
four polarization products, which are independently ﬁt. Delay
calibration assumes a constant RCP versus LCP delay offset
per night at each station, which is veriﬁed by the stability of
RR−LL delays to within thermal measurement error. Indepen-
dently measured delay-rates between polarizations are also
consistent to within thermal error. The lack of large-deviation
outliers in these fringe solution consistency tests is astrong
indication that there are no false fringes or corrupted
measurements above the detection threshold.
8.2. Thermal Error Consistency
Thermal error plays an essential role in the VLBI uncertain-
ties, both for the visibilities as well as for the derivative closure
quantities, for which uncertainties are simply propagated from
the visibility errors (Section 7.2). An accurate accounting of
thermal noise is essential for deriving faithful model-ﬁtting
uncertainties, and for correct noise debiasing in the case of
incoherently averaged amplitudes (Rogers et al. 1995). Funda-
mentally, thermal uncertainty σth in the real and imaginary
Figure 14. Selection of M87 closure phases (left and middle columns) and log closure amplitudes (right column) as afunction of Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time
(GMST) for all four observed nights from the HOPS data set. Plotted uncertainties denote ±1σ ranges from thermal noise in the fully averaged data.
Figure 15. Measured residual relative delays for selected M87 baselines on
April 11, reported by the HOPS pipeline (Section 5.1) prior to explicit fringe
closure. The top panel shows smooth delay trends over the night for both
parallel hands, LL (dots) and RR (crosses). The bottom panel shows the sum of
the delays on this closed triangle, which is consistent with the expected value of
zero to within statistical errors. After fringe closure, RR and LL are set to the
same delay, and closure delay is zero by construction.
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components of the dimensionless complex correlation coefﬁcient
rij (Equation (1)) can be estimated from ﬁrst principles. Under
the assumption of a stationary white noise process at each
antenna
s h n= D D ( )t
1
2
, 21
Q
th
where Δt is the integration time, Δν is the averaged bandwidth,
and ηQ is the factor that accounts for quantization efﬁciency. The
thermal uncertainties reported by each pipeline depend on the
self-consistent tracking of scale factors through data conversion
and calibration, as well as accounting for the data weights and
bandpass response over the averaging windows in Equation (21).
The UVFITS ﬁle format formally associates aweight w for
each visibility measurement, with associated reported uncer-
tainty s º w1rep . In the ideal case, σrep properly represents
thermal uncertainties, σrep=σth. For the HOPS and CASA
pipelines, the thermal uncertainty is determined from ﬁrst
principles. However, the weights for the AIPS pipeline require
alarge scaling factor to be applied for their ﬁnal output to
ensure that σrep=σth.
118 We derive this correction factor using
the scatter from differences in adjacent high-S/N closure
phases. For CASA, the direct interpretation of reported weights
as s1 th2 also leads to a small bias, resulting in underestimation
of σth by approximately 5%, as estimated by the closure phase-
differencing technique.
We test the scan-by-scan accuracy of σrep via a comparison
with an empirical estimator σemp, ﬁtting the moments of visibility
amplitudes distribution. We estimate σemp for each scan, baseline,
band, and polarization combination, by using moment matching
of the visibility amplitude distribution over the scan duration
(Wielgus et al. 2019). Each ensemble is composed of, on
average, 900 individual visibility amplitude measurements.
Figure 17 shows distributions of (σrep− σemp)/σrep for all three
SR1 processing pipelines, using the 5399 ensembles shared by
the pipelines. The median of each distribution (med) is given in
the legend of Figure 17, and shows ensemble values that are
roughly consistent with the alternative closure phase differencing
test. The distributions have large tails at negative values, where
the empirical uncertainty exceeds the reported uncertainty. These
tails are predominantly from high S/N scans with signiﬁcant true
intra-scan amplitude gain variation, which inﬂates σemp and
biases the median slightly downward. The amplitude distribution
test provides a scan-by-scan estimate of the thermal error and is
most reliable at low S/N; while the closure phase differencing
test is appropriate at high S/N, longer integrations, and under the
assumption of a constant scaling factor for σrep/σemp. The
median absolute deviation (mad) is given as ameasure of
the associated uncertainties on σrep, and is fundamentally limited
by the ﬁnite sample size of the estimator. From these metrics, the
HOPS data set provides the most accurate accounting of thermal
uncertainty.
8.3. Temporal Coherence after Calibration
All three data pipelines correct for changing visibility phase
over scans, both in the correction for a linear drift via the delay-
rate and in corrections for stochastic, station-dependent wander
from atmospheric contributions (see Section 5). Although these
corrections do not provide absolutely calibrated visibility phase,
they eliminate differential wander on short timescales, allowing
the visibilities to be coherently averaged for longer intervals than
the atmospheric coherence time. An imperfect phase correction
will lead to decoherence in the averages, which, in severe cases,
may introduce non-closing amplitude errors.
To evaluate the performance of the phase correction
algorithms, we compute two quantities for each scan: the
amplitude Ascan resulting from coherent averaging visibilities
over the full scan (3–7 minutes) and subsequent debiasing
(Equation (19)), and the amplitude A2s obtained from 2 s
coherently averaged visibility segments that were subsequently
incoherently averaged over the full scan (Rogers et al. 1995;
Johnson et al. 2015). The ratio A Ascan 2s then quantiﬁes the loss
in amplitude from uncorrected phase ﬂuctuations within scans.
Figure 18 shows cumulative histograms of A Ascan 2s for
acommon subset of 4688 ensembles (subsets of unique scan,
baseline, band, and polarization) shared between pipelines,
with an >S N 7 threshold. While small errors in the estimated
thermal noise have little effect on the S/N of coherent
averages, they can signiﬁcantly affect the outcome of
incoherent averaging. Thus, only for this particular test, we
applied a ﬁxed correction factor of 1.05 to CASA thermal noise
Figure 16. Delay and delay-rate differences between RR and LL parallel-hand
fringe detections ( >S N 7) from the HOPS pipeline in units of thermal
measurement uncertainty, along with the fraction of 3σ outliers. Asmall
amount of systematic error is added in quadrature to delay (1 ps) and delay-rate
(0.1 fs/s). The RR−LL differences are formed before fringe closure (after
which they are zero by construction). These small differences demonstrate that
there are no false fringes and that the relative difference between RCP and LCP
feeds is stable at each site. Combined errors s s s= +2 RR2 LL2 are used.
Figure 17. Joint M87 and 3C 279 histograms of differences between reported
thermal uncertainties σrep, and empirically estimated uncertainties σemp. The
dashed black histogram shows the limiting accuracy (high S/N, zero variance
of σrep) of the empirical estimator from the ﬁnite number of 0.4 s measurements
available per scan. Median (med) and median absolute deviation (mad) of each
distribution are given.
118 See AIPS Memo 103;http://www.aips.nrao.edu/aipsmemo.html.
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estimates σrep before incoherent averaging, to account for the
small bias in this pipeline discussed in Section 8.2. For all three
pipelines, the coherence of the phase-corrected data is
signiﬁcantly better than that of data with no atmospheric phase
correction (the gray curve in Figure 18; see also Figure 2 of
Paper II), with over 90% of the calibrated data experiencing an
amplitude loss of under 10%. These results demonstrate that
coherent averaging over scans is admissible for the SR1 data
set, particularly in case of the HOPS data products.
8.4. Intra-pipeline Validation
In this subsection we perform internal data consistency tests
for each pipeline, in order to estimate the magnitude of
systematic non-closing errors, e.g., related to the uncalibrated
polarimetric leakage. For that purpose, we inspect closure
phases and log closure amplitudes derived from the SR1 data
set and evaluate consistency between (1) RR and LL
components, (2) low- and high-frequency bands, and (3) trivial
closure quantities. For each test, we derive amagnitude of
residual errors, in excess to the reported thermal uncertainties.
These values are then used to characterize the magnitude of
non-closing errors in the data set, utilized in the downstream
analysis.
8.4.1. Quantifying Residual Errors
We evaluate the characteristic magnitude of systematic
errors in the SR1 data set based on tests of distributions of
closure quantities. In this approach we rely on thefollowing
modiﬁed median absolute deviation statistic:
=( ) (∣ ∣) ( )Y Ymad 1.4826 med , 220
where “med” denotes median, the subscript zero indicates that
the raw distribution moment is estimated, and the normalization
factor of 1.4826 scales the result so that it acts as arobust
estimator of standard deviation for anormally distributed
random variable Y with zero mean. We assume total
uncertainties σ associated with closure quantities to be well
approximated by
s s= + ( )s , 232 th2 2
such that the total uncertainty consists of the known apriori
thermal component σth and a constant systematic non-closing
error s, of unknown magnitude, added in quadrature. We then
solve for the characteristic value of s that enforces
s s
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where σ is thetotal uncertainty associated with X. As an
example, for RR–LL consistency of closure phases we have
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We exclude low S/N data (S/N < 7), for which the normal
distribution approximation does not hold well.
8.4.2. RR–LL Consistency
Consistency of closure quantities derived from RR and LL
visibilities, matched for the same scan, baseline, and band, are
expected to be dominated by effects related to polarimetric
leakage, which remains uncalibrated in SR1 data. Assuming
that some amount of leaked polarized signal mixes randomly
into the parallel-hand visibilities, the degree of systematic error
can be crudely approximated as
d » < ∣ ∣∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )n D m n m2 0.14 , 26leak
where the number of baselines n is 3 for closure phases and 4
for closure amplitudes, <∣ ∣D 0.1 is a leakage D-term
magnitude, and ∣ ∣m is atypical fractional interferometric
baseline polarization (i.e., fractional linearly polarized corre-
lated ﬂux density relative to total intensity); see Johnson et al.
(2015). If acharacteristic <∣ ∣m 0.2 is assumed, these upper
bounds translate under Equation (26) to <2°.8 for the closure
phase systematic uncertainty and <5.7% for the closure
amplitude uncertainty. The results of the SR1 errors estimation
by normalizingmad0 are summarized in Table 7. The estimated
errors are consistent with the simple upper limit given by
Equation (26) and roughly consistent between all data
reduction pipelines. While for the high S/N source 3C 279
the leakage related errors may dominate over the thermal
errors, they remain strongly subthermal for M87.
8.4.3. Frequency Bands Consistency
Comparisons between low-/high-frequency bands may
reveal the presence of band-speciﬁc systematics, including
frequency-dependent polarimetric leakage. Apart from those,
source spatial structure and spectral index both may add
asmall contribution. The estimated magnitudes of systematic
errors found for closure phases and log closure amplitudes are
given in Table 7. For all pipelines, the magnitude of
characteristic closure phase inconsistency was found to be
about 0.5 times the thermal uncertainty for M87 and about
1.5 times the thermal uncertainty for 3C 279 (scan-average,
single-band/polarization). For 3C 279 systematic uncertainties
strongly dominate over the thermal scatter, and this should be
taken into account before the direct averaging of frequency
bands.
Figure 18. Joint M87 and 3C 279 cumulative histograms of amplitude ratios
between coherent averaging for entire scans (Ascan), and coherent averaging for
2 s before incoherent averaging over scans (A2 s). The gray histogram shows
the results from the HOPS pipeline with no atmospheric phase correction
applied. For each pipeline, the fraction of data with coherence above 90% is
indicated.
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8.4.4. Trivial Closure Quantities
The intra-site baselines ALMA–APEX and JCMT–SMA
provide the EHT array with multiple “trivial” closure triangles
and quadrangles. Ideally, these trivial closure phases and trivial
log closure amplitudes should be equal to zero, but this is not
precisely true in the presence of polarimetric leakage.
Furthermore, the small but ﬁnite length of intra-site baselines
leads to measurements that are susceptible to contamination
from large-scale structure, breaking the assumptions of atrivial
closure quantity. This particular aspect is aconcern for M87
and its large-scale jet. The estimated characteristic magnitude
of systematic errors in trivial closure phases is given in Table 7.
While for 3C 279 the magnitude of about 1° can be fully
explained by polarimetric leakage, M87 systematics are
inconsistent with limits given by Equation (26), suggesting
the presence of an additional source of error. We illustrate the
systematic-error ﬁtting procedure in Figure 19, in which
3C 279 trivial closure phase distribution is shown, before and
after adding the systematics, and is estimated to be about 1°
consistently for all processing pipelines.
8.4.5. Systematic Error Budget
Based on values reported in Table 7, we conclude that, for
asingle band, systematic errors of 3C 279 measurements are
dominated by polarimetric leakage and its contribution can be
approximated with characteristic values of about 1°.5 for
closure phases and 0.03 for log closure amplitudes. For M87,
leakage is not nearly as important, and other subtle effects like
polarimetric calibration uncertainties may inﬂuence the total
systematic error budget. Suggested systematics are 2° for
closure phases and 0.04 for log closure amplitudes. For each
test of closure phases and log closure amplitudes summarized
in Table 7, we show related distributions in Figure 20. Errors in
Figure 20 were inﬂated according to the above recommenda-
tion for systematic errors. Astandard (zero mean, unit
variance) normal distribution is shown with adashed line.
The match between the empirical distributions and the normal
distribution indicates that the addition of the systematic
uncertainties allows for the approximate capture of the total
data uncertainty. Under the assumption of independent baseline
errors, the closure uncertainties given in this section can be
translated to 2% non-closing systematic uncertainties in
visibility amplitudes and 1° of non-closing systematic uncer-
tainties in visibility phases.
8.5. Inter-pipeline Consistency
Direct comparisons between corresponding data products
delivered by separate pipelines allow us to quantify the degree
of conﬁdence that we may have in their properties and their
dependence on speciﬁc choices in calibration procedure.
Figure 21 (top) shows the distribution of visibility amplitude
differences betwen the reduction pipelines, in units of their
thermal uncertainty. Thermal errors represent aparticular scale
of interest; however, visibilities reduced by separate pipelines
are not independent variables and share the same thermal noise
realization. Another useful quantity is the relative absolute
amplitude difference. As indicated in Table 8, the median
relative difference between the most consistent pair of
pipelines, HOPS–CASA, is 3.8%, well within the budget of
apriori ﬂux density calibration (Section 6). While for 3C 279
all three pairs represent asimilar level of consistency, for M87
the HOPS–CASA pair is by far the most consistent one, as
indicated in Table 8. This result is consistent with known
difﬁculties in the processing of low S/N data with the AIPS
pipeline, originating from the lack of S/N to constrain a fringe
solution in the two-second intervals used for fringe ﬁtting
(Section 5.3). Distributions of differences between amplitude
data products are unbiased; however, signiﬁcant tails are
present, with 10% of the M87 visibility amplitude data
inconsistent by more than 22.8% for the most consistent pair,
HOPS–CASA.
In Figure 22 we show HOPS–CASA and HOPS–AIPS
scatter plots of correlation coefﬁcient amplitude ∣ ∣rij . The three
pipelines demonstrate increasing levels of consistency at high
S/N. AIPS shows a tendency to occasionally overestimate
amplitude at low S/N, sometimes by a large factor, indicating a
degree of over-tuning and acceptance of possible false fringes.
Contrary to visibility amplitudes, the distributions of closure
phase and closure amplitude differences, shown in Figure 21,
generally exhibit a spread at or below the level of thermal
Table 7
Systematic Errors in SR1 Data Set
M87 3C 279
Test HOPS CASA AIPS HOPS CASA AIPS
RR−LL closure phases (deg) <1.0(0.2) <1.0(0.2) <1.0(0.2) 1.9(1.1) 1.9(1.1) 2.1(1.2)
RR−LL log closure amplitudes (%) <2.0(0.2) <3.0(0.3) <2.0(0.2) 3.1(1.0) 3.6(1.2) 3.3(1.0)
Stokes I closure phase low/high (deg) 1.4(0.4) 2.5(0.6) 2.6(0.6) 2.2(1.5) 2.3(1.5) 2.0(1.3)
Stokes I log closure amplitude low/high (%) 5.6(0.8) L <10.0(1.3) 4.5(1.8) 5.4(2.3) 4.8(1.8)
Stokes I trivial closure phases (deg) 3.7(1.1) 2.6(0.8) 3.2(1.0) 1.2(1.9) 1.0(1.5) 1.0(1.4)
Stokes I trivial log closure amplitudes (%) 3.6(0.4) 5.6(0.7) 7.7(0.9) 3.8(2.0) 3.8(1.9) 3.3(1.6)
Note.Characteristic magnitudes of systematic errors, estimated using the subset of data shared by all three pipelines. Scan-averaged single-band data. Numbers in
parentheses represent characteristic systematic errors in units of thermal noise.
Figure 19. Normalized distributions of trivial closure phases for 3C 279 in
three data reduction pipelines, before (blue) and after (red) accounting for the
residual systematic uncertainties. Numbers indicate the fraction of 3σ outliers.
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uncertainty, particularly for the HOPS–CASA pair. No
signiﬁcant tails are present and 90% of the M87 data remain
consistent to within 0.9 standard deviations of the combined
thermal error budget for HOPS–CASA (Table 8). This
highlights the robustness of the closure quantities, independent
of station-based gains.
Examples of closure phases for all three pipelines, for some
of the triangles discussed in Section 7, are shown in Figure 23.
While there is abroad consistency, HOPS is unique in
reconstructing well-behaved closure phases on triangles
including the LMT–SMA baseline over the full range of
observations on April 11. To corroborate smooth trends and
large closure phase evolution for these data, in two panels in
Figure 23 we show data from aredundant JCMT triangle
(JCMT and SMA are collocated). The redundant JCMT
triangles show closure phases consistent with their SMA
counterparts, and are more consistently reconstructed across the
pipelines.
Abias toward zero closure phase can be seen when data are
averaged in time, particularly for the AIPS data set. This is due
to use of a point-source model during global fringe ﬁtting on
short time intervals (2 s for AIPS). While the individual fringe
solution phases are station-based and separately close, the
process biases baseline phases to zero, and closure phases
generated from baseline phases averaged over multiple
segments will be biased toward the point-source model. This
bias is not expected in HOPS products, as HOPS fringe
solutions are baseline-based and assume no structure phase for
the coherent stacking of data from multiple baselines. The
median bias toward zero closure phase, estimated from
high S/N data at least 3σ away from zero, is about 1° for
AIPS and CASA with respect to unbiased HOPS. However,
while 90% of CASA data are biased by less than 4°.9, 10% of
AIPS data are biased by more than 8°.7. See Wielgus et al.
(2019) for an additional discussion of pipeline comparisons and
associated systematics.
Figure 20. Closure statistics distributions after inﬂating errors by the amount of
non-closing systematics recommended in Section 8.4.5. The plots follow the
same order as the tests reported in Table 7. The dashed lines represent
astandard normal distribution, and numbers show the fraction of 3σ outliers.
Combined errors are used where appropriate.
Figure 21. Consistency of visibility amplitudes (top), closure phases (middle),
and log closure amplitudes (bottom) between the three reduction pipelines.
Scan-averaged single-band Stokes I data are used.
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The HOPS pipeline beneﬁted from a long period of
development, extensive review, and internal validation through
the suite of ﬁve engineering releases spanning ayear-long data
processing and calibration effort. In contrast, the AIPS pipeline
has been used in two data releases as asecondary data set and
the CASA pipeline, which is under active development, has
recently been brought to maturity and included in ER5.
Nonetheless, inter-pipeline comparisons of HOPS, CASA, and
AIPS show a high degree of general consistency. The HOPS
pipeline product was chosen as the primary scientiﬁc data set
for SR1, based on the long validation history, level of
calibration quality presented in this section, and to select a
single data set for the preparation of scientiﬁc results. The other
two pipelines are included in SR1 as supporting data sets for
calibration, direct data comparisons, and as an independent
pathway for validating the products of downstream analysis.
9. Conclusions
Observations from the EHT’s 2017 April campaign are the
ﬁrst ever to have the necessary sensitivity, coverage, and
resolution for horizon-scale imaging of black hole candidates
M87 and Sgr A*. We have presented the complete data
processing pathway that led to the ﬁrst science release data
set from the campaign, which includes the primary science
target M87 and the secondary target 3C 279. The 2017
observations reﬂected adramatic expansion of the EHT from
previous years to a total of eight sites, and include for the ﬁrst
time ALMA as a phased array. While much more powerful, the
expanded network represented aunique analysis challenge in
terms of the heterogeneous nature of the array: basic telescope
characteristics, weather, sensitivity, site-speciﬁc data issues,
sampling rate, and channelization; and achallenge in terms of
raw data volume and the needs for ahomogeneous and
systematized calibration strategy.
The development of processing pipelines and characteriza-
tion of the data occurred over a series of ﬁve internal
engineering releases, during which site-speciﬁc data issues
were identiﬁed and mitigated in correlation and post-
processing. SR1 is the ﬁrst science release of calibrated data
products arising from the mature reduction pipelines, following
a series of independent internal reviews. The science data were
produced without making assumptions about the detailed
compact structure of the targets, and thus provide an unbiased
data set for downstream imaging and modeling.
We have developed three independent processing pipelines
for the initial fringe detection, phase calibration, and reduction
of EHT data. The pipelines used HOPS, which has been
continually developed and used for early EHT analysis over the
previous decade; AIPS, the standard calibration environment
for VLBI data from major facilities such as the VLBA; and
CASA, amodern environment for radio interferometer calibra-
tion and analysis that has recently been augmented with VLBI
capabilities. The output from each pipeline was subjected to
asuite of validation tests covering self-consistency over bands
and polarizations, and consistency of trivial closure quantities.
From these tests, we estimated the residual non-closing
systematic errors after calibration. For M87 such errors remain
smaller than Stokes I data thermal uncertainties even after full
scan and frequency band averaging. Non-closing errors are no
larger than 2° for closure phases and 4% for closure
amplitudes. For 3C 279, systematics are small in an absolute
sense, but they dominate the total uncertainties of the averaged
data set due to the high S/N. Differences between pipelines,
particularly for the robust closure quantities, were found to be
largely within the total budget of uncertainties. The HOPS data
were selected as the primary data set for the scientiﬁc
conclusions presented in companion Letters (Papers I, IV, V,
VI) with the remaining two data sets available for direct
data comparisons and the cross-validation of downstream
analysis.
At EHT frequencies, absolute ﬂux density calibration is
particularly challenging due to the large and time-varying
1.3 mm opacity from atmospheric water vapor, and difﬁculties
maintaining pointing and surface accuracy particularly at the
Table 8
Inter-pipeline Consistency of the SR1 Data Set
M87 3C 279
HOPS- HOPS- CASA- HOPS- HOPS- CASA-
CASA AIPS AIPS CASA AIPS AIPS
Median visibility error (%) 3.8(0.7) 7.9(1.5) 9.4(1.5) 1.1(1.2) 1.2(1.3) 1.2(1.2)
90th percentile visibility error (%) 22.8(6.0) 52.9(7.4) 58.3(9.5) 5.7(9.2) 6.7(10.0) 7.2(8.8)
Median closure phase error (deg) 3.1(0.3) 6.8(0.7) 6.2(0.6) 1.4(0.7) 1.0(0.5) 1.0(0.6)
90th percentile closure phase error (deg) 17.7(0.9) 39.4(1.9) 36.5(1.7) 6.4(3.1) 6.0(2.5) 5.8(2.5)
Median log closure amplitude error 0.1(0.3) 0.3(0.9) 0.3(0.7) 0.04(0.7) 0.03(0.6) 0.03(0.6)
90th percentile log closure amplitude error 0.5(1.0) 1.4(2.4) 1.2(2.2) 0.15(2.3) 0.13(1.7) 0.13(1.9)
Note.Results given for scan-averaged single-band Stokes I data. Numbers in parentheses are given in thermal error units. The subset of data shared by all pipelines
was used.
Figure 22. Scatter plots of complex correlation coefﬁcient amplitudes for
HOPS–CASA and HOPS–AIPS pairs of pipelines. Data are fully averaged,
with an S/N > 1 threshold applied. For each detection, the mean rij of available
RCP and LCP components in the low and high band is given. Detections only
present in one of the pipelines are shown with aﬁxed value of 5×10−7 for the
missing pipeline, and in some cases represent differences in the construction of
apriori ﬂags and fringe rejection strategies.
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larger dishes. We have outlined the gathering and uniﬁed
interpretation of auxiliary calibration data from the various sites
for the purposes of a priori ﬂux density calibration, and a
strategy for estimating the residual ﬂux density error budget
within the limitations of single-dish calibration. Where
available, we have made use of network redundancy to further
constrain ﬂux density calibration given generic model-inde-
pendent assumptions about the source.
A number of salient features became apparent in the M87
data set after processing and calibration. The visibility
amplitudes as afunction of projected baseline length persis-
tently show a prominent secondary peak bracketed by two
nulls, the ﬁrst at ∼3.4 Gλ and the second at ∼8.3 Gλ, across all
four observed days. The visibility amplitudes exhibit char-
acteristics of acompact source with a spatial scale 50 μas,
and broad circular symmetry broken on baselines probing the
ﬁrst null. This spatial scale corresponds to only a few
Schwarzschild radii for a ∼6.5×109Me black hole
(Paper VI) at the distance of M87 (Blakeslee et al. 2009;
Gebhardt et al. 2011; Cantiello et al. 2018). M87 closure
phases on select triangles show clear time evolution between
the two pairs of days, April 5/6 and April 10/11, providing
evidence for intrinsic evolution of the source. The triangles
with the largest closure phase variations between the two pairs
of days have abaseline probing the (u, v) plane region about
the ﬁrst minimum in visibility amplitude. Analysis and
interpretation of these features are presented in companion
Letters (Paper I, IV, V, VI).
Although previous observations of M87 from early EHT
campaigns (in 2009 and 2012) probed scales of afew tens of
microarcseconds, the visibility amplitude behavior on the few
baselines present remained consistent with aGaussian source,
showing no apparent ﬁner structure(Doeleman et al. 2012;
Akiyama et al. 2015). The ﬁrst M87 closure phases at 1.3 mm
reported in Akiyama et al. (2015) were consistent with zero to
within 2 σ. In addition to aﬁrst reported measurement of
1.3 mm closure amplitudes, the 2017 observations of M87 are
the ﬁrst to show non-Gaussian structure in the compact source
and signiﬁcantly non-zero closure phases.
The SR1 data provide the ﬁrst opportunity for total intensity
imaging of M87 (Paper IV). Efforts to characterize and remove
polarization leakage are ongoing and will enable studies of the
linear polarization structure of M87 and other EHT targets.
Additional work to better calibrate in the presence of intrinsic
source variability, as well as increased amplitude gain
variability, is necessary for SgrA* and other low-elevation
targets.
For 2018, the EHT was joined by the Greenland Telescope,
greatly expanding the coverage for northern sources such as
M87. In the near future, the array will also be joined by the Kitt
Peak 12 m telescope in Arizona and the Northern Extended
Millimeter Array (NOEMA) at the Plateau de Bure observatory
in France. In addition to generally improved baseline coverage,
both sites provide short baselines and associated redundancy
(with SMT and PV, respectively) for the array—which is
particularly beneﬁcial for amplitude calibration. The EHT
doubled recorded bandwidth to a rate of 64 Gbps in 2018 as
well, over four 2 GHz bands. Additional development to enable
coherent fringe ﬁtting and atmospheric phase correction across
all four bands will allow the EHT to better resolve features on
long baselines, short timescales, and near visibility nulls, and it
will increase robustness of the array against poor weather and
the potential loss of sensitive central anchor stations.
While continuous development of the instrument and the
data reduction pipeline will yield future observations with
improved (u, v) coverage, higher S/N, and sharper resolution,
the observations carried out in 2017 already deliver data of
unprecedented scientiﬁc quality. The dramatic difference
between the 2017 observations and early EHT campaigns in
number of participating stations, S/N, coverage, and weather
Figure 23. Comparison of M87 closure phases between the three fringe-ﬁtting pipelines for selected triangles. April 6 is shown in the top row, April 11 in the bottom
row. The pipelines are offset slightly in time for clarity (HOPS −3 minutes, CASA at the original timestamp, AIPS +3 minutes). Plotted uncertainties denote ±1σ
ranges from thermal noise in the fully averaged data set. For the two Hawaiʻi triangles that demonstrate pronounced evolution on April 11 (see also Figure 14, bottom
panels), we also include the corresponding redundant triangles with JCMT (which joined the array two scans earlier) as light crosses.
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conditions make the EHT 2017 data set an exceptional
opportunity for scientiﬁc discoveries via, e.g., imaging and
model ﬁtting well beyond previous EHT capabilities.
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Appendix
Site and Data Issues
A.1. Issues Requiring Mitigation
The JCMT and SMA are located within hundreds of meters
of each other on Maunakea. The small natural fringe rate is
insufﬁcient to wash out unwanted signals on the JCMT–SMA
baselines (to phased and single-dish SMA). The JCMT and the
SMA used identical frequency setups in 2017, resulting in two
types of spurious correlations. For correlations between JCMT
and the SMA single-dish reference antenna (not used directly
for science analysis), two narrowband terrestrial signals
required special handling: one from the 1024MHz spur tone
of the R2DBEs, and a second one from the YIG oscillator tone
(which is part of the LO chain) locally generated at the SMA.
These signals were mitigated by ﬂagging the affected
frequency channels in post-processing.
Broadband celestial signals in the lower sideband with
respect to the 220.1 GHz ﬁrst LO used at the JCMT and SMA
also contaminated the signal in the upper-sideband data. The
differential fringe rate between upper and lower sidebands is of
O(Hz); thus, the lower-sideband contamination averages out to
zero over sufﬁciently long integration times. The contamination
only affects the reference antenna contribution to the phased
array, as other antennas are subject to 90°/270° Walsh
switching (Thompson et al. 2017, Section 7.5) that removes
on average the lower sideband signal over a Walsh cycle of
0.65 s. Correlations between the JCMT and SMA single-dish
reference antenna thus get the full lower sideband contribution,
but correlations between JCMT and SMA phased array only
get 1/N contribution, where N is the number of telescopes
being phased. To avoid phase steering toward this spurious
∼17% contribution to the signal, neither the SMA nor the
JCMT is ever used as the reference station during atmospheric
phase calibration. For scans with very small fringe-rates, there
may be a small residual contribution after the 10 s averages
used for network calibration (Section 6.2). This adds to the
intra-site baseline amplitude error budget that propagates into
gain solutions for that procedure, as well as for closure
amplitudes that use the baseline on comparable timescales.
Data from PV were subject to substantial amplitude loss due
to instabilities in the signal chain, attributed to excess phase
noise in the maser frequency reference (which has since been
replaced). Examination of the data on the ALMA–PV baseline
with progressively shorter APs demonstrated a pattern of
frequency spikes off the main signal with evidence that the full
correlated amplitude could be recovered with an AP of
2.048 ms. Further examination of a variety of scans showed
that the pattern of frequency spikes was stable across scans,
sources, and days, and the amplitude loss was constant. The
effect was mitigated by continuing to use the data with a 0.4 s
AP and multiplying the visibility amplitudes on baselines to PV
by a constant derived multiplicative factor of 1.914 during
a priori ﬂux density calibration, which is equivalent to
multiplying the effective SEFD for PV by 3.663.
Misconﬁgured Mark 6 recorders at APEX caused substantial
data loss on many scans. The ﬁrst 20–30 s of recording on a
particular scan (sometimes much longer) were generally good,
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but partial or complete data dropouts could occur thereafter.
DiFX accounts for the amount of valid data and automatically
corrects averaged amplitudes and data weights for partial
data loss to within ∼1% accuracy. The remaining data from
long-duration dropouts were manually ﬂagged to avoid
introducing bad APEX data into the processed data. The
consequence is that ALMA–APEX coverage is inconsistent,
and this complicates the strategy for network calibration and
closure amplitude analysis, which makes use of intra-site
baseline coverage. It also means that for the 2017 observations,
APEX cannot be consistently used to help calibrate ALMA
amplitude variation during poor weather when ALMA phasing
efﬁciency is unstable.
A separate unrelated small correction factor is applied to
APEX baselines to account for reduction in amplitude from the
introduction of a 1 pulse-per-second (PPS) signal in the APEX
data. The factor is estimated by measuring amplitudes with and
without the PPS signal ﬂagged. It is valid for multi-second
averages of visibility amplitudes.
Isolated groups of frequency channels in the beamformer
system at the SMA were occasionally corrupted, causing a
small fraction of the bandwidth (in the high band) to be lost
during the ﬁrst three days of the observation. Processing of a
single band within the SMA beamformer is divided across
eight hardware units, each of which processes one-eighth of the
total bandwidth, distributed across 128 channels of
2.234375MHz each(Primiani et al. 2016), so that the exact
pattern of lost channels, once identiﬁed, is predictable. The
times when the data corruption occurred and the amount of
bandwidth affected were identiﬁed using the strong noise
correlation signal between the SMA (beamformed) phased
array and the SMA single-dish reference (recorded on a
standard EHT backend). The pattern of lost bandwidth is
evenly distributed throughout the band, and we derive SEFD
corrections to account for the effective relative signal power
lost upon frequency average (Table 2).
The LMT data are contaminated by polarization leakage,
which is delayed from the primary signal by ∼1.5 ns. This
occurs in both polarizations, and is attributed to reﬂections in
the optical setup of the LMT receiver used in 2017 (1.5 ns
corresponds to 45 cm). The level of polarization leakage is
∼10%, but for an unpolarized source it will dominate the
correlated signal power of cross-hand VLBI products, therefore
causing a false fringe at the delayed location. During fringe
closure with the HOPS pipeline, an additional 1.5 ns delay
systematic is added in quadrature to LMT baselines, so that any
such false fringes will not bias the global station delays. A
future polarization leakage correction will need to accommo-
date leakage at non-zero delay to properly account for the
contamination. For 2018 and beyond, the special-purpose
interim receiver used at LMT was replaced by a dual-
polarization sideband-separating 1.3 mm receiver with better
stability and full 64 Gbps coverage with the rest of the EHT
(Paper II).
A.2. Issues not Addressed during Processing
The failure of a hard drive in one of the JCMT modules
caused one-sixteenth of the data in the low band to be lost. The
lost data affects all scans on the module approximately equally,
as packets are scattered onto all hard drives at record time. This
issue required no special handling because DiFX automatically
adjusts data weights based on the amount of data in each AP.
Due to a small glitch in the ALMA correlator, the correlation
coefﬁcients on ALMA baselines are observed to undergo a
slight dip every 18.192 s. The effective amplitude loss on
scan-averaged quantities, less than 0.1%, is well within the
error budget and therefore unmitigated.
No corrections were made for losses due to ﬁnite fast Fourier
transform (FFT) lengths, which are required to be long in order
to align ALMA 32×58.59375MHz data in the frequency
domain with the wideband 2048MHz single-channel data from
most EHT stations. A small loss is introduced due to the
changing delay over the 64 μs of time corresponding to the
FFT length used. The loss is zero at the DC edge of the channel
and increases linearly with frequency. This effect is baseline-
dependent and greatest on the baselines with the greatest east–
west extent, especially when the source is rising at one location
and setting at the other. Across all fringes on all sources on all
baselines on all ﬁve days, the median signal loss is 0.67%, with
the worst case (on a scan on the Hawaiʻi–PV baseline) about an
order of magnitude larger. FFT losses are negligible on
baselines to ALMA because the delay error accumulates over
a maximum of 58.59375MHz in frequency rather than
2048MHz.
The LMT faces signiﬁcant challenges in maintaining an
accurate surface for 1.3 mm as the temperature ﬂuctuates over
the course of the evening. Pointing was also a challenge for
scans at low or high elevation. These issues result in large
residual gain trends obtained via amplitude self-calibration
beyond the nominal error budget (Paper IV). However, the
station-based amplitude gain issues do not inﬂuence robust
interferometric closure quantities.
The SPT, participating for the ﬁrst time in the VLBI
observations, suffered from pointing problems early in the
campaign. 3C 279 observing time was used to diagnose and
resolve these issues, resulting in missing a majority of 3C 279
scans on April 5 and 6. The pointing issues were known and
captured in observing logs during the run. The non-detections
do not appear in the 3C 279 data set (Figure 2), and their
absence is expected.
A.3. Issues at Correlation
Two unanticipated issues with the ALMA data were
discovered and ﬁxed in a seventh revision (Rev7) correlation.
First, the tuning of one of the ALMA LO generators was
speciﬁed to insufﬁcient precision, resulting in an undocumen-
ted 50 mHz LO offset. In most VLBI experiments, such a small
LO offset might be transparently compensated by a small
change in ﬁtted delay-rate. However for the wide EHT
bandwidths, the inability for a single delay-rate to model the
effect over the entire 2 GHz band is noticed, where the result of
imperfect correction is to imprint a small rate slope with
frequency, or, equivalently, a small delay drift with time. For
this reason, the effect is separately corrected for prior to fringe
ﬁtting when post-processing Rev5 data, which is possible for
sufﬁciently small LO offsets.
Second, it was discovered that the ALMA delay system
automatically removes the bulk atmospheric delay from above
the array. By default, DiFX tries to remove the bulk
atmospheric delay from above each station, resulting in a
double correction for ALMA. This was most noticeable at low
elevation, where the double correction imprinted a large and
rapidly (but monotonically) changing delay-rate. The large
residual delay-rate is not large enough to cause decoherence
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over the duration of a correlation AP (0.4 s). The changing
delay-rate causes substantial decoherence over a several-minute
scan if only a ﬁrst-order fringe solution is used. Because EHT
data reduction already includes a mechanism to measure and
correct for nonlinear phase due to atmospheric turbulence, it
can also compensate for this drift in delay-rate imprinted on the
data in the initial correlation. So long as signal-to-noise is
sufﬁcient to measure phase over short timescales, the impact on
calibrated data is negligible.
Both of these issues were ultimately corrected in aﬁnal
Rev7 correlation release. This included the LO adjustment for
ALMA as well as special scripting for the geometric model
preparation that allows the normal atmospheric correction at all
sites other than ALMA to be merged with a no-atmospheric
correction at ALMA. Comparison of SR1 results with
comparable processing of Rev7 shows no signiﬁcant differ-
ence, showing that the effects were sufﬁciently mitigated in
post-processing for SR1.
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